PROTECTING RIGHTS FROM WITHIN?
INSPECTORS GENERAL AND NATIONAL SECURITY OVERSIGHT

Shirin Sinnar*

Courts and Congress are often reluctant to constrain the executive branch when it limits individual rights in the pursuit of national security. Many scholars have argued that mechanisms within the executive branch can supply an alternative constraint on executive power—whether as a preferred alternative due to the comparative advantages of such institutions or as a second-best option necessitated by congressional and judicial abdication. Despite this interest in the “internal separation of powers,” there is very little attention to what such internal mechanisms are actually doing to protect individual rights.

I argue that Inspectors General (IGs), little-noticed oversight institutions within federal agencies, are now playing a significant role in monitoring national security practices curtailing individual rights. IGs have investigated the post-9/11 detentions of immigrants, the use of National Security Letters (NSLs) to obtain personal records, coercive interrogations of terrorist suspects, extraordinary rendition, military monitoring of political protests, and many other controversial counterterrorism practices. Analyzing five IG reviews at the Departments of Justice, Homeland Security, and Defense, and the Central Intelligence Agency, I argue that these investigations varied significantly in independence and rigor. At their strongest, IG reviews provided remarkable transparency on national security practices, identified violations of the law that had escaped judicial review, and even challenged government conduct where existing law was ambiguous or undeveloped. Such reviews protected rights where courts had failed and significantly reinforced other forms of oversight. At the same time, even stronger reviews
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largely did not result in remedies for most victims, repercussions for high-level executive officials, or significant rights-protective constraints on agency discretion. These case studies illuminate the potential strengths and limitations of IG rights oversight: IGs are well suited to increase transparency, evaluate the propriety of national security conduct, and reform internal procedures; on the other hand, their independence can be undermined, they may avoid constitutional questions, and they rely on political actors to implement reforms. IGs can help protect individual rights against national security abuses and should be modestly strengthened, but they do not displace the need for robust external oversight of the national security executive.

INTRODUCTION: AN INTERNAL SEPARATION OF POWERS?

More than a decade after September 11, 2001, the debate over which institutions of government are best suited to resolve competing liberty and national security concerns continues unabated. While the Bush Administration’s unilateralism in detaining suspected terrorists and authorizing secret surveillance initially raised separation of powers concerns, the Obama Administration’s aggressive use of drone strikes to target suspected terrorists, with little oversight, demonstrates how salient these questions remain. Congress frequently lacks the
information or incentive to oversee executive national security actions that implicate individual rights. Meanwhile, courts often decline to review counterterrorism practices challenged as violations of constitutional rights out of concern for state secrets or institutional competence.¹

These limitations on traditional external checks on the executive—Congress and the courts—have led to increased academic interest in potential checks within the executive branch. Many legal scholars have argued that executive branch institutions supply, or ought to supply, an alternative constraint on executive national security power. Some argue that these institutions have comparative advantages over courts or Congress in addressing rights concerns; others characterize them as a second-best option necessitated by congressional enfeeblement and judicial abdication.

Thus, Neal Katyal argues that institutions within the executive branch can provide for the “internal separation of powers” in the foreign policy arena and champions bureaucracy as a check on presidential power.² Samuel Issacharoff and Richard Pildes argue that internal dissension within the executive branch has historically protected civil liberties in wartime.³ Dawn Johnsen advocates that legal advisers within the executive branch serve to constrain unlawful executive action.⁴ Others contend that internal executive mechanisms have comparative advantages over judicial review: for instance, Gillian Metzger observes that such mechanisms can operate ex ante and continuously, rather than solely in response to justiciable challenges or problems that generate congressional attention, and argues that the policy recommendations of executive institutions may face less resistance than external critiques.⁵ Moreover, outside the United States, legal scholars also point to executive oversight institutions as necessary to mitigate inadequate judicial review of state national security activities.⁶

For many of these scholars, the protection of individual rights is a key concern, if not the driving force, behind separation of powers concerns.⁷ Constitutional theorists (and the Supreme Court) have long considered the protection of

¹. See Al-Aulaqi v. Obama, 727 F. Supp. 2d 1, 9 (D.D.C. 2010); see also Mohamed v. Jeppesen Datasat, Inc., 614 F.3d 1070, 1073 (9th Cir. 2010) (en banc), cert. denied, 131 S. Ct. 2442 (2011); Arar v. Ashcroft, 585 F.3d 559, 563-64 (2d Cir. 2009) (en banc).
⁷. See Johnsen, supra note 4, at 1564-65; Cornelia T.L. Pillard, The Unfulfilled Promise of the Constitution in Executive Hands, 103 MICH. L. REV. 676, 677 (2005).
liberty to be at the core of the constitutional separation of powers. Of course, checking executive power does not always align with protecting individual rights: an executive may prefer a more rights-protective national security policy than Congress, as in President Obama’s preference for trying certain terrorist suspects in U.S. civilian courts. Nonetheless, many of the most expansive assertions of executive national security power in recent years have come precisely in the context of policies curtailing individual rights, and the internal separation of powers discourse has often responded to concerns over individual rights.

Despite the development of this substantial theoretical literature, the post-9/11 internal separation of powers discussion has mostly taken place at a high level of generality. Few have examined, in any depth, how internal institutions have functioned in practice to check executive authority or protect civil liberties. Apart from extensive debate over the Justice Department Office of Legal Counsel (OLC), the existing literature rarely explores whether the actual practices of executive oversight mechanisms support the theoretical benefits that many have suggested.

Even more surprisingly, the discussion of internal separation of powers has largely overlooked Inspectors General (IGs). Congress created IGs, which now exist in over fifty federal agencies, for the explicit purpose of monitoring agencies. Moreover, IGs in several agencies charged with national security responsibilities are squarely addressing individual rights violations. Nonetheless, very little scholarship to date has focused on the role of IGs in monitoring or protecting individual rights. Jack Goldsmith’s recent account of presidential accountability mechanisms is an important exception, describing the CIA IG’s review of extreme interrogations as an example of how IGs can constrain the President, while Ryan Check and John Radsan provide a historical discussion of the CIA IG predating the release of the interrogations report. Apart from these accounts, others have briefly noted the institutional potential of IGs or the significance of individual investigations without examining actual national security IG reviews in any depth. In fact, many proponents of internal executive


mechanisms dismiss IGs as focused narrowly on fraud and mismanagement, or they repeat the now-dated claim of public administration scholar Paul Light that IGs address rule-based compliance without engaging broader conceptions of accountability.

This Article fills that gap by probing how IGs have actually functioned in protecting individual rights. Drawing on five case studies of IG reviews in four different federal agencies, I conclude that in certain cases IGs played a surprisingly significant role in protecting rights. At their strongest, IG reviews provided impressive transparency on national security practices, identified violations of the law that had escaped judicial review, and even challenged government conduct where existing law was ambiguous or undeveloped. For instance, the Department of Justice IG challenged the prolonged detentions of immigrants after the September 11 attacks even though these detentions were arguably legal: courts had not decided whether the government could detain aliens for investigative purposes past a statutory removal period, and the elite Office of Legal Counsel had sanctioned such detentions. The IG later exposed the FBI’s widespread abuse of a covert investigative tool known as “exigent letters” at a time when no private person would have had the knowledge, standing, and incentive to sue over the practice; the investigation led the FBI to terminate the practice altogether. And the CIA IG revealed excesses in CIA interrogations of detainees at a time when the program was secret—reportedly influencing the OLC to temporarily withdraw legal advice sanctioning coercive interrogations and still later influencing Attorney General Eric Holder to reopen criminal investigations into detainee abuse. These successes challenge a court-centric view of rights enforcement and call attention to the potential of executive institutions to protect rights even in the challenging context of national security.

At the same time, the IG reviews discussed here also displayed important limitations. Even the strongest reviews rarely led to individual relief for most victims, repercussions for high-level executive officials, or significant rights-protective constraints on agency discretion. Moreover, IG reviews varied significantly: while some exhibited independence and a willingness to critique executive national security conduct, others faced obstruction or lacked rigor. In the end, IGs can help protect individual rights where courts and other forms of

13. See, e.g., Katyal, supra note 2, at 2347; see also Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar, Auditing Executive Discretion, 82 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 227, 304-05 (2006) (discussing narrow interpretations of IGs’ mandate).


15. Throughout this Article, I use the term “individual rights” to refer to the liberty or equality interests of individuals against the state, whether in the form of constitutional rights, civil rights or civil liberties derived from other sources of U.S. law, or broader notions of human rights.
oversight are absent or unavailing but simply cannot compensate for inadequate external review.

In Part I, I describe the features that make IGs potentially more powerful than other executive oversight institutions, including their institutionalized relationship with Congress and broad investigative powers. I also describe how, despite a statutory mandate centered on investigating abuse and mismanagement in government, certain IGs are now directly involved in investigating national security policies curtailing individual rights.

Part II turns to the actual performance of national security IG reviews of individual rights. I describe five IG investigations at the Department of Justice, Central Intelligence Agency, Department of Homeland Security, and Department of Defense addressing: the treatment of post-September 11 detainees; the FBI’s use of National Security Letters; the detention and interrogation of suspected terrorists abroad; the rendition of Maher Arar, a Canadian citizen, to Syria; and the military’s monitoring of domestic protests. These reviews showed striking differences in rigor and independence, presenting an important puzzle for future research: why institutions with nearly identical mandates and legal powers have performed so unevenly in practice.

In Part III, I analyze how IGs in these case studies protected, or failed to protect, individual rights. I begin by exploring what a system of rights oversight should accomplish. I identify five dimensions of rights oversight consistent with IGs’ statutory mandate and analyze how IG reviews both contributed to these objectives and sometimes failed to do so: increasing transparency, identifying rights violations and wrongful conduct, providing relief for victims, holding government officials accountable for abuses, and revising agency rules to prevent future abuse. Together, these reviews suggest both the key strengths and, equally significant, limitations of IG rights oversight—at once a vindication of the notion that executive mechanisms can help protect rights against national security abuses and a caution that the internal separation of powers cannot replace external checks.

Part IV advocates modestly strengthening IGs to enable them to protect rights more effectively, while retaining other limits on IG authority to preserve IG accountability and maximize their ability to issue strong critiques.

I. NATIONAL SECURITY INSPECTORS GENERAL

Despite the executive branch’s traditional insistence on secrecy and discretion on matters that affect national security, every significant federal agency charged with national security responsibilities now has an Inspector General. Most have IGs subject to the Inspector General Act of 1978,\textsuperscript{16} which Congress passed as part of a broader effort in the 1970s to strengthen accountability over

the executive branch.\footnote{17} Congress mandated that IGs conduct audits and investigations to “promote economy, efficiency, and effectiveness” and “prevent and detect fraud and abuse” in agency programs.\footnote{18}

While the passage of the Inspector General Act of 1978 responded largely to concerns of “fraud, abuse and waste” in federal programs,\footnote{19} it was recognized even in that period that IGs, at least in intelligence agencies, had the potential to monitor constitutional concerns. Thus, in the wake of the intelligence abuse scandals of the 1970s, the Department of Defense first established a limited, internally appointed IG for Intelligence in 1976 to examine the legality and propriety of intelligence activities,\footnote{20} and congressional committees recommended strengthening the capacity of the very limited internal CIA IG to monitor legal compliance.\footnote{21} Such recommendations were not adopted at the time,\footnote{22} and the Inspector General Act did not originally cover any federal agency with a significant national security role. The Defense Department, Justice Department, and CIA all resisted congressional efforts to install the more independent “statutory” IGs, contending that these institutions would jeopardize secrecy, illegally displace executive authority, or otherwise threaten law enforcement and intelligence operations.\footnote{23} Nonetheless, in the 1980s, Congress established IGs subject to the statute at the Defense Department,\footnote{24} State Department,\footnote{25} and Justice Department.\footnote{26} Following the Iran-Contra scandal, Con-

\footnote{18. Inspector General Act of 1978 § 2(2).}  
\footnote{22. Id. at 16.}  
\footnote{23. See Staff of S. Comm. on Gov’t Operations, 100th Cong., The Need for a Statutory Inspector General in the Department of Justice 41-45 (Comm. Print 1988) (describing Justice Department opposition); S. Rep. No. 95-1071, at 24, 38 (describing Defense Department opposition); Check & Radsan, supra note 11, at 253-54 (describing CIA resistance).}  
gress established an IG with comparable, though slightly more restricted, powers at the Central Intelligence Agency. After September 11, Congress established an IG covered by the Inspector General Act at the new Department of Homeland Security. And most recently, Congress expanded and strengthened IGs for the intelligence community, installing a new presidentially appointed Inspector General for the intelligence community at large and expanding the powers of agency-appointed IGs at the National Security Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency, National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, and the National Reconnaissance Office. Thus, despite the original resistance of national security agencies to IGs, these institutions have proliferated—and gained power—over the past thirty years.

A. Distinctive Features of IGs

Among internal executive structures that might protect civil liberties or constrain executive power, IGs stand out in two ways. First, despite their location within the executive branch, IGs enjoy several statutory protections from agency interference. The Inspector General Act provides for presidential appointment and Senate confirmation of IGs “without regard to political affiliation and solely on the basis of integrity and demonstrated ability.” While the President can remove an IG without cause, the Act requires that the President communicate to Congress the reasons for any removal no later than thirty days before the removal. Even more significantly, IGs have a dual-reporting role that requires them to serve their agencies as well as Congress. They are required to keep both their agencies and Congress “fully and currently informed,” through submitting detailed semiannual reports to Congress as well as notifying Congress seven days after reporting any particularly serious problems to their agencies. Among other extensive requirements, the semiannual reports must identify any significant IG recommendation that the agency has not fully ad-

---


30. Id. sec. 431, 124 Stat. at 2731-32 (amending Inspector General Act of 1978). This Article focuses on presidentially appointed IGs, such as those at the Departments of Defense, Justice, and Homeland Security, and the CIA, and not on the relatively few national security agencies that have agency-appointed IGs.

31. Inspector General Act of 1978 § 3(a); see also Michael R. Bromwich, Running Special Investigations: The Inspector General Model, 86 Geo. L.J. 2027, 2029 (1998) (noting the “expectation that IGs will survive a change in party control of the White House”).

32. Inspector General Act of 1978 § 3(b).

33. Id. §§ 4(a)(5), 5(d).
dressed, facilitating congressional monitoring of agency follow-through. These detailed reporting requirements distinguish IGs from institutions such as the Justice Department OLC or Office of Professional Responsibility, which report only to the Attorney General, and help Congress overcome information problems in supervising agencies.

Other recently adopted features further protect IG independence: in budget submissions to Congress, the President must now include a statement from an IG who concludes that the budget request for the office would substantially inhibit IG performance, and the Act guarantees independent counsel for IGs.

Second, IGs enjoy broad investigative powers. The Act authorizes IGs to undertake and carry out audits and investigations without interference from agency leadership and to access documents within and beyond their agencies. By law, IGs can access all records within their host agency, request information from other federal agencies, which are required to furnish it, and subpoena documents (but not testimony) outside federal agencies. IGs must generally guarantee confidentiality to agency whistleblowers, and agencies are prohibited from retaliating against employees who provide information in good faith.

Despite granting IGs these broad powers, Congress accommodated national security agencies’ concerns over information disclosure by permitting certain agencies to block IG investigations in sensitive circumstances. Thus, while agency heads ordinarily may not interfere with IG reviews, the heads of the Departments of Defense, Justice, and Homeland Security may block investigations or reports involving sensitive information on intelligence, counterterrorism, undercover operations, or any other matters for which information disclosure would seriously threaten national security. Where an agency head invokes such a statutory exception to impede an IG investigation, the Inspector General Act requires a written explanation to the IG and congressional oversight committees within a set time period. Slightly broader escape clauses apply to the CIA IG and other IGs for the intelligence community, though they preserve a congressional reporting requirement.

34. Id. § 5(a)(3).
37. Id. § 6(a).
38. Id. § 6(a)(1)-(4), (b)(1).
39. Id. § 7.
40. Id. § 3(a).
41. Id. §§ 8(2), 8D(a)(1), 8E(a)(1), 8I(a)(1) (Departments of Defense, Treasury, Justice, and Homeland Security, respectively).
42. Id. §§ 8(b)(3)-(4), 8D(a)(3), 8E(a)(3), 8I(a)(3).
43. Id. § 8G(d)(2)(A)-(B); 50 U.S.C. §§ 403-3h(f), 403q(b)(3)-(b)(4) (2011).
Agencies appear to have rarely invoked these escape clauses.\(^\text{44}\) The Department of Homeland Security has never invoked its authority to impede an investigation,\(^\text{45}\) and the Department of Justice has done so only once.\(^\text{46}\) While the congressional reporting requirement may deter agencies from using this authority,\(^\text{47}\) the latent threat of obstruction may also influence IGs to stay within perceived limits. National security IGs thus face an additional constraint beyond the threat of presidential removal common to all IGs.

B. Rights Monitoring Among National Security IGs

IGs now play a significant role in addressing the impact of counterterrorism policies on individual rights, despite their traditional association with detecting fraud, waste, and abuse. In the post-9/11 period, Congress explicitly required two IGs, those at the Departments of Justice and Homeland Security, to monitor complaints of individual rights violations. The Patriot Act, passed six weeks after the September 11 attacks, required the DOJ IG to designate an official to “review information and receive complaints alleging abuses of civil rights and civil liberties” by department officials and to report twice a year to Congress on its activities.\(^\text{48}\) Notably, this provision did not apply solely to complaints related to the Patriot Act, but encompassed civil liberties or civil rights complaints against any department official.\(^\text{49}\) Congress also made explicit a civil rights role for the new DHS IG, requiring the IG to designate a senior...
official to investigate civil rights allegations and to work with the DHS Officer for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties on policy recommendations.50

On other occasions, Congress mandated that IGs conduct special investigations into counterterrorism programs that raised civil liberties concerns. When Congress reauthorized expiring provisions of the Patriot Act in 2006, it directed the DOJ IG to review several controversial investigative tools used by the FBI.51 In 2008, Congress directed multiple IGs to review the warrantless surveillance program initiated by President Bush after the September 11 attacks and to report on the impact of expanded surveillance authorities on U.S. persons.52

The new statutory mandates have raised the profile of IGs’ rights-monitoring roles. The DOJ IG has been particularly visible in investigating national security practices implicating individual rights. In response to the Patriot Act mandate, the IG established a new branch to investigate civil rights complaints, coordinated with the Justice Department Civil Rights Division on post-9/11 backlash complaints, and publicized its new role.53 From September 2001 through September 2011, the IG completed approximately twenty-one special reviews and audits that it deemed related to its Patriot Act responsibilities.54 These reviews covered such topics as the Department’s treatment of September 11 detainees, use of investigative tools, investigations of domestic advocacy groups, terrorist watch list processes, and participation in detainee abuse abroad. Importantly, these reviews addressed systemic civil rights concerns raised by Congress, the media, or public interest groups, not just fact-specific individual complaints.55

The CIA IG has also investigated human rights concerns presented by its programs, particularly with respect to detainee interrogations and treatment. Most prominently, the IG reviewed the CIA’s use of “enhanced” interrogation techniques against CIA detainees in the two-year period following the Septem-

53. OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GEN., U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, REPORT TO CONGRESS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 1001 OF THE USA PATRIOT ACT 5, 10-17 (July 2002).
54. The IG lists such reviews in its semiannual reports to Congress on implementation of Section 1001 of the USA Patriot Act. See Special Reports, OFF. OF THE INSPECTOR GEN., U.S. DEP’T OF JUST., http://www.justice.gov/oig/reports/special.htm (last updated Apr. 2013). This number excludes reports that only analyzed agency responses to earlier IG recommendations, but counts separately follow-up reports based on additional investigation. These twenty-one reports cover fourteen separate topics.
55. Cf. Roach, supra note 6, at 76-78 (explaining the importance of self-initiated audits and investigations).
ber 11 attacks. The IG also reportedly investigated the agency’s detention and interrogations of suspects in Iraq, the rendition of suspects to other governments, the registration of “ghost” detainees, and the deaths of several detainees in CIA custody, although reports from these investigations have not been made public. The IG reportedly referred twenty-four detainee abuse cases to the Justice Department for possible prosecution. Most recently, the CIA IG reviewed the agency’s role in building a New York Police Department intelligence unit that mapped and monitored Muslim communities.

Other IGs, including those at the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Defense (DOD), and the National Security Agency (NSA), have on occasion reviewed individual rights concerns arising out of their agencies’ national security programs, although the extent of their work is difficult to assess, in part because many reports remain classified. The DOD IG reported on department-ordered investigations of detainee abuse, allegations that the military used mind-altering drugs on detainees, and intelligence collection activities. The DHS IG investigated the rendition of Maher Arar, a Canadian citizen, to Syria, and the effectiveness of a redress process for travelers facing difficulties from terrorist watch list screening. The NSA IG, a nonpresidentially appointed IG, is said to have monitored the President’s post-9/11 NSA surveillance program while it was secret, though little is known

57. See Complaint at 5-6, ACLU v. CIA, No. 1:11-CV-00933 (D.D.C. May 18, 2011) (suing under FOIA to obtain six enumerated CIA IG reports); see also Douglas Jehl, Questions Left by C.I.A. Chief on Torture Use, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 18, 2005, at A1.
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about what such monitoring entailed. The NSA IG and others conducted a joint review of the program in 2009. It is not publicly known whether the first IG for the Intelligence Community, confirmed in late 2011, has issued any reports pertaining to individual rights.

The number and significance of rights-related investigations of national security policies may represent an expansion from earlier periods. Certainly, some IGs had investigated civil or human rights concerns in the pre-9/11 period: for instance, the DOJ IG had regularly investigated individual complaints of border agents’ abuse of immigrants near the U.S.-Mexico border, and had occasionally examined other high-profile civil rights concerns. These DOJ IG investigations, however, only rarely intersected with national security programs before the September 11 attacks: the DOJ IG issued only three reports on rights-related concerns in the national security context in the ten-year period prior to September 11, 2001, compared to twenty-two such reports between 2001 and 2011. The CIA IG investigations of detainee abuse may also represent an expansion compared to the office’s earlier investigations of human rights complaints in Central America, though secrecy around its reviews makes definitive judgments impossible.

The involvement of certain IGs in monitoring individual rights threatened by national security policies is now unmistakable. The real question is how these IG reviews operated, and what they achieved.

64. According to Jack Goldsmith, the NSA IG was denied a request to see the Office of Legal Counsel analysis supporting the program. GOLDSMITH, supra note 9, at 181-82.


69. See supra note 54 and accompanying text.
II. Case Studies of National Security IG Reviews

In this Part, I describe five IG investigations of national security practices affecting individual rights, focusing on the process, key findings, and impact of each investigation. These IG reviews covered: (1) the treatment of post-September 11 detainees (DOJ); (2) the FBI’s use of national security letters (NSLs) and other methods of obtaining personal records (DOJ); (3) the detention and interrogation of suspected terrorists abroad (CIA); (4) the rendition of Maher Arar, a Canadian citizen, to Syria (DHS); and (5) the military monitoring of domestic protests (DOD). In Part III, I will analyze in greater detail the particular contributions of these reviews to rights oversight and their limitations.

These five cases alone make strikingly clear the diversity of IG reviews. The investigations varied significantly in rigor, apparent independence, and impact. For instance, while the two DOJ IG reviews contained thorough, reasoned analysis and demonstrated a willingness to probe the evidence and question official explanations, the DHS and DOD reviews contained incomplete and thinly analyzed accounts of agency conduct, leading some members of Congress to rebuke those IGs for lackluster performance. In addition, while the DOJ IG enjoyed broad access to agency officials and records, the DHS IG faced significant obstruction during the rendition investigation, and the CIA IG’s continued investigation of detention-related abuses triggered an agency backlash several years after the initial interrogations review.

Let me say a few words about case selection. I selected these reviews to shed light on rights-related investigations of national security programs by four statutory IGs, those at the Departments of Justice, Homeland Security, and Defense, and the CIA, between September 2001 and September 2011. All of these agencies have presidentially appointed IGs, and thus these cases are not intended to speak to conditions at the relatively few agency-appointed IGs that still exist in some national security agencies, such as at the NSA. Of at least twenty-seven rights-related reviews conducted by the selected agencies, I selected five in order to provide a “thick” description of the content, process, and impact.

70. See supra notes 60-68 and accompanying text (noting fourteen distinct Department of Justice IG reviews, seven CIA IG reviews, three Defense Department IG reviews, and two Department of Homeland Security reviews in this time period addressing individual rights questions in the national security context, in addition to a joint IG investigation of the President’s Surveillance Program). Determining which reviews address rights is itself subjective, given that apart from the Justice Department, which lists reviews relevant to its Patriot Act responsibilities, agencies do not categorize which reviews they consider related to rights. Here, I have defined rights broadly to include the liberty or equality interests of individuals against the state, whether in the form of constitutional rights, civil rights or civil liberties derived from other sources of U.S. law, or broader notions of human rights. I identified reviews that substantially engage questions of rights in the national security context, not those that may have merely peripherally raised such questions, although again, these choices necessarily involve some subjectivity.
of these reviews. This sample is not necessarily representative of IG national security rights-related reports at large or the performance of particular IGs. Among the five case studies, I included two IG reviews that legal scholars have cited as notable—the DOJ IG September 11 detainees review and the National Security Letters review—to examine the strengths and limitations of what might be a high-water mark of IG investigations.\footnote{71} Other substantive and pragmatic considerations guided case selection decisions. For instance, the CIA IG review on detainee interrogations is the only rights-related report of that agency from this period that has been publicly released.\footnote{72} The DHS IG review of the Maher Arar rendition is one of two DHS IG national security-related reviews in this time period squarely focused on concerns over individual rights.\footnote{73} In addition, the DOD IG review examined here was, at the time of writing, the sole declassified rights-related report of that IG based on a direct IG investigation.\footnote{74}

Because these research choices focus on public reports and on cases where IGs acted, they leave unanswered questions about classified IG reports and about scenarios in which IGs failed to act. Furthermore, differences across even the relatively few IG reviews examined here suggest the crucial need for further research into IG national security oversight and the question of divergent IG performance, in particular. The strengths or weaknesses of a single review cannot be attributed to the inherent capacity of a particular IG office: for instance,

\footnote{71} Heymann & Kayyem, supra note 12, at 115; Clark, supra note 12, at 377-78, 380-81; Issacharoff & Pildes, supra note 3, at 42.

\footnote{72} See supra note 57 and accompanying text.


\footnote{74} A DOD IG report investigating allegations of the use of mind-altering drugs on detainees was released in redacted form in 2012, after the completion of this Article. Another important rights-related DOD IG report addresses DOD investigations of detainee abuse but without drawing on an independent investigation. See Office of the Inspector Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Def., supra note 60.
the DHS IG, which exhibited limited independence in the Arar rendition investiga-
tion, issued stronger critiques of certain civil rights matters outside the na-
tional security context.\footnote{75. See, e.g., OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., U.S. DEP’T OF HOME-
LAND SEC., THE PERFORMANCE OF 287(G) AGREEMENTS (2010).} While further research is essential to understanding
the role IGs play in protecting rights from within, the cases here are a first step
in that direction, illustrating how IGs monitor individual rights in various na-
tional security matters and suggesting the potential strengths and limitations of
IG rights oversight.

A. More Consequential Reviews

1. Department of Justice IG review of September 11 detainees

Soon after the September 11 attacks, the Department of Justice began de-
taining hundreds of aliens for suspected terrorist ties, mostly from Muslim
countries, and ultimately held more than 750 of them on immigration viola-
DETAINEES: A REVIEW OF THE TREATMENT OF ALIENS HELD ON IMMIGRATION CHARGES IN
CONNECTION WITH THE INVESTIGATION OF THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS 195 (2003) [hereinafter SEP-
TEMBER 11 DETAINEES REPORT].} In 2003, DOJ IG Glenn Fine issued two highly critical reports on the
treatment of September 11 detainees: the first a 198-page report covering the
decisionmaking behind the prolonged detentions and the second addressing
harsh conditions and physical abuse at the Metropolitan Detention Center in
Brooklyn.\footnote{77. Id.} While recognizing the “monumental challenges” facing the
Department after the September 11 attacks, the IG concluded that the “chaotic sit-
uation” did not excuse actions that resulted in “significant” mistreatment of the
detainees.\footnote{78. SEPTEMBER 11 DETAINEES REPORT, supra note 76, at 195, 197.}

The reports concluded that the FBI had indiscriminately and haphazardly
labeled aliens as being of interest to the terrorism investigation and then lagged
in clearing them of terrorist ties, resulting in lengthy detentions.\footnote{79. Id. at 51-52, 70.} Prison offi-
cials subjected detainees at the Metropolitan Detention Center to particularly
harsh conditions of confinement, including an initial total communications
blackout, “lockdown” for twenty-three hours a day, and physical abuse by fed-
teral prison guards.\footnote{80. Id. at 111-13, 162; SUPPLEMENTAL METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER REPORT, supra note 77, at 8.} Most notoriously, prison guards slammed detainees into a
soon-bloodied T-shirt taped to a wall that pictured the American flag and the motto, “These colors don’t run.”

The scope, access, and rigor of the IG investigation are striking. Justified as an exercise of the IG’s responsibilities under the Patriot Act and IG Act, the investigation went beyond individual allegations of detainee abuse, squarely targeting the Justice Department’s “hold until cleared” detention policy that led to lengthy confinement. Released with almost no redactions, the reports also provided an exceptionally detailed accounting of the government’s post-9/11 detention decisions. In addition, the IG surmounted the one significant attempt to obstruct the investigation noted in the reports: although Metropolitan Detention Center officials repeatedly impeded IG attempts to obtain videotapes of detainees, IG investigators discovered more than 300 videotapes in a prison storage room, many of which revealed prison staff engaging in “the very conduct they specifically denied in their interviews.”

The reports drew tremendous media attention, including front-page coverage in major national newspapers, and Congress held several hearings questioning Justice Department officials on the detentions, with members of both parties praising the IG report. Still, the Justice Department vigorously defended its actions, and Attorney General John Ashcroft asked Congress for an expansion of law enforcement powers just two days after the reports’ release.

81. Supplemental Metropolitan Detention Center Report, supra note 77, at 11, 12, 16.
82. September 11 Detainees Report, supra note 76, at 3.
83. See id. at 4, 8, 9.
85. Supplemental Metropolitan Detention Center Report, supra note 77, at 40-42.
88. See, e.g., Lessons Learned Hearing, supra note 84, at 2, 4, 16, 22, 77.
In response to the IG’s extensive recommendations and insistence that agencies adequately follow through, the FBI agreed to adopt more objective criteria for classifying detainees as “of interest” to future terrorism investigations, and DHS announced that agency counsel would independently determine when immigrants should be detained in excess of standard time frames, rather than relying on FBI designations. In addition, when the Bureau of Prisons lagged in disciplining correctional officers responsible for detainee abuse, the IG protested before Congress, and the agency eventually terminated two correctional officers and suspended or demoted others. By August 2006, the IG had declared all but one of its original twenty-one recommendations resolved.

2. **Department of Justice IG review of National Security Letters**

When Congress passed the Patriot Act six weeks after the September 11 attacks, it made it significantly easier for the FBI to issue National Security Letters—administrative orders not requiring a judge’s authorization—to obtain consumer records from phone companies, Internet providers, credit agencies, and financial institutions. The new rules permitted the FBI to issue NSLs so long as the information sought was “relevant” to an international terrorism investigation without demonstrating that the information pertained to a foreign
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power, and authorized a broader range of FBI officials to approve them.\textsuperscript{99} In late 2005 and early 2006, as Congress debated reauthorizing sunset provisions of the Patriot Act, Justice Department officials insisted that rigorous oversight over NSLs already existed and that no allegation of abuse had been substantiated.\textsuperscript{100} Congress subsequently renewed expiring Patriot Act provisions, while requiring the DOJ IG to review the effectiveness and use of NSLs, “including any improper or illegal use.”\textsuperscript{101}

That statutory mandate led to three highly critical reports from DOJ IG Fine on the FBI’s use of NSLs and other investigative tools.\textsuperscript{102} In numerous instances, the IG concluded, the FBI used NSLs in violation of statutes or internal guidelines,\textsuperscript{103} but had failed to report the “overwhelming majority” of possible intelligence violations “through the self-reporting mechanism established 25 years ago to identify and address such violations.”\textsuperscript{104} Most damning, the IG found that the FBI had circumvented even the relatively lenient NSL requirements in issuing “exigent letters”: these letters asked phone companies to hand over customer records outside standard legal processes by citing “exigent” circumstances, even where no emergency existed, and falsely stated that the agency had already requested grand jury subpoenas for the same information.\textsuperscript{105} The FBI had even obtained phone records by scribbling requests on post-it notes or taking “quick peeks” at the computer screens of phone company personnel stationed at FBI headquarters.\textsuperscript{106} The IG attributed the use of these extralegal processes to “numerous, repeated, significant management failures” implicating even the “FBI’s most senior officials.”\textsuperscript{107}

Despite these trenchant critiques, the IG investigations supported the FBI’s position in several respects. Most importantly, the IG concluded that the information obtained from NSLs had “contributed significantly” to terrorism investigations\textsuperscript{108} and that the Patriot Act’s changes to the law, according to agency
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officials, made NSLs more useful. The IG also concluded that in most cases where the FBI had violated the law, it could have legally obtained the same information.

The first two NSL reports primarily recommended procedural changes geared to strengthening future oversight—improving FBI databases, issuing guidance to the field, and better monitoring NSL files. In 2010, the IG’s special report on exigent letters went further in naming individuals responsible for the abuse and calling on the agency to decide whether to discipline them. By the time the IG issued that report, several individuals it named, including the head of the FBI unit that issued exigent letters and the chief national security legal adviser, had left the agency. The FBI told Congress in April 2010 that it was exploring possible discipline against others, but to date does not appear to have disciplined anyone involved.

After the IG’s first report, the FBI terminated the use of exigent letters. In fact, even before that point, the very knowledge within the FBI that the IG was investigating exigent letters had led to a significant drop in their use. A year after the first NSL report was issued, the IG confirmed that the FBI had taken “significant” steps to improve its procedures. In addition, the NSL reports generated numerous congressional hearings, even prompting angry criticism from members of Congress who had regularly championed stronger law enforcement powers.
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3. CIA IG review of coercive interrogations

In August 2009, the Obama Administration made public a redacted version of a report that the CIA had sought to suppress for five years—the CIA IG’s review of detentions and interrogations in the intense two-year period following the September 11 attacks. The IG initiated the investigation in 2003 after CIA leadership and other personnel informed the office of unauthorized interrogation methods and concerns over potential human rights violations.121 In response, the IG documented the CIA’s adoption of harsh interrogation techniques and the agency’s solicitation of an August 2002 OLC opinion that authorized ten coercive techniques against a senior al Qaeda official, including wall slamming and waterboarding, and that served as the legal foundation for other detainee interrogations.122

Though nearly half of the report remains redacted, the public portions cast doubt on the legality and effectiveness of certain interrogation practices the agency had used. While finding “few instances of deviations” from approved procedures, the IG concluded that the use and frequency of waterboarding presented a “notable exception.”123 The IG determined that the CIA had misrepresented to the OLC the severity of the technique and its potential harm, and that the OLC relied upon such representations in approving the practice.124 For instance, interrogators waterboarded al Qaeda operative Khalid Shaykh Muhammad 183 times, despite the OLC memo’s assumption that any repetition of enhanced techniques would not be substantial.125 In addition, while the CIA had represented that its methods would cause no long-term mental harm, CIA medical professionals disputed the assertion that waterboarding, as actually practiced, “was either efficacious or medically safe.”126 Beyond waterboarding, the IG reported that CIA agents had used other unauthorized techniques, such as threatening one detainee with a semiautomatic handgun and revving a power drill while he stood naked and hooded.127

Equally significant, the IG refused to conclude that enhanced interrogation techniques had been effective. While agreeing that the CIA’s interrogations as a whole helped apprehend terrorists and identify terrorist plots, the IG concluded that, based on the limited data, it could not be determined whether detainees
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produced greater or better information specifically as a result of enhanced techniques.128

According to news accounts, the CIA attempted to hinder the IG’s continued investigations of detainee abuse several years after the IG review. In 2007, the CIA conducted its own investigation of the IG’s office, prompted by complaints that the IG was on a “crusade” against the agency’s detention programs, and the IG office agreed to establish an ombudsman to receive complaints against the office.129

The CIA successfully resisted efforts to publicize the report for some time. Upon completion, the report was provided only to the Justice Department and the heads of congressional intelligence committees, and was not shared with the full committees until late 2006.130 The *New York Times* first publicly revealed the existence of the report in 2005,131 but it was not until August 2009 that the report was released, still half-redacted, and over the strong objections of senior CIA officials and former Bush Administration officials.132

The release of the report internally resulted in some changes, though some of these changes were short-lived or affected interrogation practices only at the margins. The CIA adopted new policies to involve medical personnel in monitoring waterboarding, limit consecutive use of the practice, and cap sleep deprivation at 180 hours.133 In addition, according to one account, the IG report’s graphic descriptions of CIA interrogation practices led the new head of OLC, Jack Goldsmith, to question the interrogations program; Goldsmith withdrew two OLC memos sanctioning enhanced interrogations before submitting his resignation.134 He also advised the CIA to suspend waterboarding until the
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agency could more thoroughly review the IG report. After Goldsmith’s departure, however, the OLC reaffirmed the use of waterboarding and issued new memos deeming harsh interrogation methods consistent with the federal prohibition on torture and with U.S. obligations under the Convention Against Torture. The 2005 OLC memos also brushed aside the IG’s cautious position on the effectiveness of enhanced interrogations, instead accepting the CIA’s claim that enhanced interrogations had led to “specific, actionable intelligence” on terrorist threats. Despite the renewed legal authority for enhanced interrogations, the CIA claims that it has not waterboarded any detainees since 2003, and some commentators have credited the IG investigation for the cessation of the practice.

After taking office, President Obama ordered the CIA to abide by stricter Army Field Manual interrogation standards and reassigned the lead role in high-value detainee interrogations to the FBI. Even after the change of administration, the IG report played a role: Attorney General Holder reportedly
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made his controversial decision to reopen criminal investigations into CIA detainee abuse after reading the IG report.  

B. Less Consequential Reviews

1. Department of Homeland Security IG review of Maher Arar rendition

In perhaps the most notorious case of “extraordinary rendition” that has come to public light, U.S. authorities transferred Maher Arar, a Canadian citizen transiting through New York, to Syria, where he was interrogated under torture and detained for close to a year. Before his arrival in New York, the INS had matched Arar’s name to a database of suspected terrorists, and he was turned over to the FBI for interrogation. The INS found Arar ineligible for admission on the grounds that he was a member of al Qaeda. Twelve days after his arrival, U.S. authorities flew Arar to Jordan, where Syrian authorities took custody.

For almost a year, Arar remained under detention in Syria. According to a complaint Arar later filed, Syrian security officers beat him with an electric cable, threatened to place him in a “spine-breaking ‘chair,’” interrogated him on questions that “bore a striking similarity” to those previously asked by the FBI, and when not questioning him, confined him in a dark, grave-like underground cell. An independent Canadian government commission later concluded that Arar posed no security threat, and that Canadian authorities had wrongly described Arar to U.S. officials as an Islamic extremist with suspected al Qaeda links. The Canadian government formally apologized to Arar and agreed to compensate him over $10 million for his ordeal.
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In early 2004, the DHS IG began an investigation of Arar’s case at the re-
quest of Representative John Conyers, Jr., then ranking member of the House
Judiciary Committee.153 Almost four years later, IG Richard Skinner issued a
classified report to Congress and then a one-page unclassified summary to the
public.154 After additional congressional pressure, the IG made public a highly
redacted version of the report that omitted whole paragraphs and pages.155
DHS has not yet released a fuller version, despite the fact that Arar’s litigation
against U.S. officials—a major reason cited for the withholding of infor-
mation—ended in 2010.156

The IG concluded that the INS properly found Arar inadmissible157 and
that the agency could not dismiss the information it had at the time of Arar’s
terrorist connections, however unreliable it turned out to be.158 The report also
stated that the Acting Attorney General disregarded Arar’s request to return to
Canada, his country of citizenship, as prejudicial to U.S. interests.159 The IG
did “not know” why the Acting Attorney General deemed Arar’s return to Cana-
dad prejudicial, but noted concern regarding the “porous” U.S.-Canada border.160

More revealing, the IG reported that INS attorneys had concluded that re-
turning Arar to Syria would “more likely than not result in his torture,” a con-
cclusion that would ordinarily make transfer to Syria unlawful under the Con-
vention against Torture and implementing U.S. regulations.161 However, those
regulations permit removal to a country if the Secretary of State has received
assurances from a foreign government that an alien would not be tortured, and
the Attorney General has concluded that such assurances are “sufficiently relia-
bale.”162 The IG concluded that in the Arar case, assurances were received, but
were “ambiguous regarding the source or authority purporting to bind the Syri-
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Executive officials repeatedly impeded the IG investigation and the public release of information from it. In 2004, then-IG Clark Kent Ervin told Congress that government counsel had impeded his investigators’ access to documents and witnesses by citing privilege concerns associated with Arar’s lawsuit against high-level government officials.165 In late 2004, the IG reached an agreement with DHS on the privilege claims, but the IG experienced further resistance, prompting a member of Congress to write DHS to urge cooperation.166 In addition, the “principal INS decision-makers involved in the Arar matter,” including the former INS Commissioner, had left government and refused to be interviewed,167 and lacking subpoena power over testimony, the IG could not compel them.168

Although the IG faced external obstacles to its investigation, members of Congress and former IG Ervin criticized the IG office itself for not sufficiently resisting such interference.169 In addition, the IG acknowledged that it had not even attempted to interview certain high-level decisionmakers, including the Acting Attorney General.170 The IG issued only two recommendations and deemed both resolved without suggesting any interest in monitoring compliance.171 The first addressed a relatively peripheral issue, the time period for aliens to respond to charges that they were inadmissible for security-related grounds, while the IG simply declared the second recommendation resolved after ICE promised to “consult” with the State Department before accepting non-torture assurances.172
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2. Department of Defense IG review of military monitoring of protests

In December 2005, major news outlets reported that the military was tracking antiwar and antimilitary recruitment protests as part of an expanding mission of collecting domestic intelligence. According to the news reports, the Pentagon’s little known Counterintelligence Field Activity Agency (CIFA) maintained a database of suspicious activity reports from citizens and other law enforcement agencies on potential threats of terrorism or harm to U.S. military installations. Dozens of these Threat and Local Observation Notice reports, or Talon reports, focused on antiwar protest groups. Amid public concern, two members of Congress requested that the DOD IG investigate whether the military was surveilling domestic groups in violation of intelligence laws and department regulations.

The Defense Department reacted swiftly to the outcry. In March 2006, it acknowledged that it had improperly retained information on protests in the database, and announced that it had since purged the information. It also announced a new policy that, going forward, Talon reports should only cover international terrorist threats and should comply with a Defense Department regulation on intelligence collection, rather than a more lenient regulation for department law enforcement activities. In April 2007, the new Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence recommended ending the Talon program altogether, “particularly in light of its image in Congress and the media.” The Defense Department announced the closure of the Talon database later that year and said it would develop a new system for reporting threats to military interests.
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In June 2007, after the Undersecretary’s recommendation to close Talon but before its formal discontinuation, the DOD IG issued its report. The report, signed by Deputy IG for Intelligence Shelton Young, concluded that the military had legally gathered data on protests to protect military forces and installations, and had not intentionally monitored U.S. persons’ First Amendment activities.\(^{181}\) The IG report also stated, however, that CIFA had not complied with a department regulation requiring it to delete information on U.S. persons after ninety days except where specifically authorized.\(^{182}\) The report made no recommendations, citing “ongoing management actions.”\(^{183}\)

The slim report—with just fourteen pages of analysis—contributed little information that was not publicly known, and elicited scant media attention despite significant media interest in the underlying controversy. An ACLU FOIA request had already revealed that the Talon database had nearly 13,000 entries by December 2005, including almost 3000 with U.S. person information and 186 on domestic antimilitary protests.\(^{184}\) Although the IG audit resulted in slightly different numbers, and some additional detail, the disclosures were not significant in light of the FOIA release and the department’s previous admissions.

More significantly, the IG analysis was thin, even conclusory, on several key issues. For instance, the report stated in several places that the purpose of the Talon reports (before the March 2006 policy change) was force protection and law enforcement, not intelligence collection.\(^{185}\) Although the report does not define, or explain the distinction between, law enforcement and intelligence collection, the IG seemed to be making the point that a 1982 regulation governing intelligence collection did not apply.\(^{186}\) That regulation sharply limited the types of information that could be collected about U.S. persons and largely required a foreign nexus for targeting U.S. persons, such as participation in international terrorist activities.\(^{187}\) The IG based its conclusion on the fact that reports came from citizens and law enforcement personnel concerned about possible threats to the military, not from active military monitoring, and that a substantial number involved actual police incidents.\(^{188}\) But the IG did not ad-
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dress other facts that suggested that the Talon program had a mixed mandate including intelligence gathering, or at best an unclear one; Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz’s ambiguous 2003 order implementing Talon could be read as authorizing intelligence gathering and analysis on domestic threats.189

The IG report had other notable omissions. For instance, the report offered no explanation of why U.S. Northern Command, a second Defense Department component that stored Talon information, deleted all Talon reports just before media revelations of the program.190 The deletion prevented the IG from assessing whether Northern Command had complied with information retention requirements.191 Moreover, the IG did not address the reasons for CIFA’s failure to comply with retention regulations (beyond database limitations) or who, if anyone, should be considered responsible. It also offered no guidance on whether the replacement to Talon should incorporate stronger privacy and First Amendment controls, or, as some department officials had suggested, looser constraints to permit longer-term tracking of possible threats.192 Following the IG report, several Democratic members of the House Intelligence Committee, including the representative who had requested the investigation, charged that the report failed to address fundamental questions raised by the program.193

III. ASSESSING IG RIGHTS OVERSIGHT

In this Part, I explore how the five IG reviews described above addressed individual rights. I first discuss what it means to protect individual rights in the national security context, identifying five dimensions of rights oversight that are consistent with IGs’ broad statutory mandate. Second, I analyze how IG reviews in fact contributed to these five dimensions of rights oversight. I conclude that while IG reviews varied significantly, several reviews created significant transparency on national security conduct, identified violations of the law that escaped judicial review, and even contested government restrictions on liberty where existing law was sparse or ambiguous. Certain reviews led agencies to end the abuses that were documented or to significantly reform their proce-
dures. Yet even stronger reviews largely did not call for, nor did they result in, remedies for most victims, repercussions for high-level executive officials, or significant rights-protective constraints on agency discretion. As a whole, these cases suggest the strengths and limitations of IG rights oversight: IGs are well suited to increase transparency, evaluate the propriety of national security conduct, and reform internal procedures; on the other hand, their independence can be undermined, they are ill positioned to determine violations of constitutional rights, and they depend on political actors to enforce recommendations.

A. Five Dimensions of Rights Oversight

While the internal separation of powers literature is often concerned with protecting individual rights against an overreaching executive, the literature tells us little about how internal institutions should protect individual rights. My normative premise is that an ideal system of “rights oversight” in the national security context should address at least five objectives: (1) increasing the transparency of national security practices; (2) identifying rights violations and wrongful government conduct, whether or not that conduct contravenes existing law; (3) providing relief for victims of abuses; (4) holding government officials accountable for wrongful conduct abridging rights; and (5) revising agency rules to prevent future abuses. As I discuss further below, legal scholars often identify these goals (individually or in some combination) as the goal of judicial review or review by other institutions designed to protect individual rights. In my view, an internal institution may be valuable in contributing to rights protection even if it does not address all five of these dimensions, so long as the overall structure of rights oversight addresses the whole. On the other hand, if the question is whether a particular executive mechanism can compensate for inadequate external review by institutions that we expect to perform the full range of oversight functions, such as courts, then it is important to assess that institution’s contributions to all five dimensions.

Of course, the relative priority of these goals may be contested, even among rights advocates, and an extensive literature debates effective remedial schemes for constitutional and civil rights violations. Without resolving such disagreements here, I use this metric primarily to describe how IGs contributed to varying facets of rights protection and where they fell short.
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All five of these dimensions are consistent with IGs’ broad statutory mandates, though some are closer to IGs’ core mandates. The Inspector General Act clearly envisioned IGs as mechanisms to increase transparency, identify serious problems in agencies, and recommend reforms. The statute does not specifically address individual relief for victims or accountability for individuals responsible for abuses (apart from criminal violations), though both of these functions fall within IGs’ broad mandate to recommend “corrective action.”\(^{196}\) Importantly, IGs have only an advisory role: they can recommend corrective measures and monitor compliance, but they rely on agencies and Congress to implement reform.

*Increasing transparency.* Perhaps the least controversial function of rights oversight is to provide enough information about national security conduct to enable external assessment.\(^{197}\) Excessive secrecy allows abuses to go undetected and stymies assessment of whether the security benefits of a program justify burdens on individual rights. Congress, the public, and agencies themselves require information on the scope, effectiveness, and rights implications of national security programs. Moreover, the IG Act squarely mandates a transparency function for IGs, requiring them to keep agencies and Congress fully informed about serious problems in agencies and ordering agencies, in general, to make semiannual IG reports public.\(^{198}\)

*Identifying rights violations and wrongful conduct.* Where the object of concern is individual rights, an agency’s compliance with laws or regulations put in place to protect rights is the logical starting point for evaluation. But in the national security context, legal doctrine itself might be underdeveloped as a result of procedural and substantive barriers to judicial review or because legislation lags behind fast-moving executive national security policymaking.\(^{199}\) Thus, a focus on legal compliance alone might not adequately protect individual liberty or equality interests. IGs have a statutory obligation to report on serious problems, not just legal abuses,\(^{200}\) permitting them to identify government conduct that unfairly harms individuals or constrains liberty even where the conduct does not violate existing law.

*Providing relief for victims.* As scholars and courts have observed, providing remedies to victims of wrongful government conduct not only compensates victims—a traditional purpose of individual rights and remedies law—but also serves to acknowledge government responsibility for abuses, deter future mis-
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conduct, and restore victims’ sense of inclusion in a social and political community.\(^\text{201}\)

Although IGs cannot order relief, they are statutorily required to recommend “corrective action” for abuses.\(^\text{202}\) Such corrective action could include remedies for victims ranging from apologies or other symbolic gestures to financial compensation to case-specific “injunctive” relief, such as expungement of information from government databases, dismissal of indictments, or release from detention.

**Holding government officials accountable.** Identifying and holding personally accountable the government decisionmakers and agents responsible for policies or conduct improperly curtailing rights can deter future abuse. Measures to promote individual accountability might range from, at a minimum, the stigma of being named in an IG review, to more serious employment measures (disciplinary investigations, suspensions, demotions, or dismissal), to referral for criminal prosecution. While IGs cannot order discipline, they can build a factual record on individual accountability and recommend that agencies adopt disciplinary measures, and they are also legally required to report to the Attorney General whenever they have reasonable grounds to suspect a violation of federal criminal law.\(^\text{203}\)

**Revising agency rules to prevent future abuses.** The ultimate objective of any system of oversight is to prevent future abuses. IGs can support prospective reform by recommending changes to agency managerial or oversight processes or new statutory or administrative substantive rules, such as heightened legal constraints on agency discretion. Such proposals fall within IGs’ mandate to prevent future abuse by recommending policy changes and commenting on existing and proposed legislation and regulations.\(^\text{204}\) Procedural reforms might include requiring higher-level approval of actions implicating rights, greater oversight by agency counsel, or improving agency databases or systems to enable better oversight. IGs can also recommend greater substantive constraints on agency discretion, such as the prohibition of a controversial practice or a requirement of ex ante judicial approval.

### B. How IG Reviews Addressed These Dimensions

IG reviews contributed, to varying extents, to the five dimensions of rights oversight. Most notably, several reviews contributed significantly to the transparency of national security practices implicating rights, identified legal violations that escaped judicial review, and even criticized restrictions on liberty that
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did not violate existing law. IG reviews also helped end specific abuses, held mid- and lower-level officials accountable for violations, and reformed agency procedural rules. At the same time, however, even stronger reviews largely did not precipitate individual relief for most victims, consequences for senior agency leadership, or significant constraints on agency discretion.

1. Increasing transparency

Most of the IG reviews studied here disclosed significant new information about national security programs, and several created remarkable transparency on issues that were previously highly secret. IG reviews frequently brought to light information on civil liberties violations that had not surfaced through litigation or alternative forms of congressional oversight.

Most notably, the DOJ IG’s reviews of NSLs disclosed both the unprecedented extent to which the FBI relied on NSLs—information that public interest organizations had unsuccessfully sued to obtain\(^\text{205}\) and that the FBI had “significantly understated” to Congress\(^\text{206}\)—and the fact that the FBI had used exigent letters to bypass legal processes altogether. Legal and practical barriers made it almost impossible for such information to surface through other channels: a statutory “gag order” forbade NSL recipients from revealing the records requests, phone companies complying with exigent letters had no incentive to expose their circumvention of privacy laws, and targets of either practice had no way of knowing that the government had sought their records. Moreover, the law only required the FBI to provide limited, classified reports to Congress on NSLs, and until 2006 did not require any public disclosure.\(^\text{207}\) Without identifiable victims of abuse, the information that might reveal abuses of authority resided almost exclusively within the executive branch.

IGs made use of their auditing expertise and broad investigative powers to access and analyze information. In the DOJ IG NSL review, the IG not only drew on a large sample of publicly unavailable data, but also used a detailed, resource-intensive audit to make the raw data on NSL usage comprehensible.\(^\text{208}\) In other cases, IGs appeared to enjoy extraordinary access to high-level government officials and individual employees under scrutiny. In the Septem-

\(^{205}\) See, e.g., ACLU v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 265 F. Supp. 2d 20, 22 (D.D.C. 2003) (denying civil liberties groups’ attempts to uncover through FOIA the number of times the government had used surveillance tools authorized by the Patriot Act, including NSLs); see also Doe v. Ashcroft, 334 F. Supp. 2d 471, 502 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (noting that the government completely redacted a listing of NSLs issued in a document released pursuant to an ACLU FOIA request), vacated in part as moot, Doe v. Gonzales, 449 F.3d 415 (2d Cir. 2006).

\(^{206}\) NSL 2007 REPORT, supra note 98, at xvi-xviii, xliv.

\(^{207}\) See id. at xvi, xix, 9.

\(^{208}\) See NSL 2008 REPORT, supra note 102, at 4, 76 (describing separate IG analysis of FBI audit); NSL 2007 REPORT, supra note 98, at ix; see also Cuéllar, supra note 13, at 231-32 (arguing that audits provide untapped potential to check executive discretion in areas where judicial review proves inadequate).
ber 11 detainees review, for instance, the DOJ IG interviewed Attorney General John Ashcroft, FBI Director Robert Mueller, and INS Commissioner James Ziglar, and “administratively compelled” interviews with staff at the Metropolitan Detention Center, who could then be subject to discipline for refusing to answer questions or for not responding truthfully.

In addition, the CIA IG interrogations review suggests that the information from IG investigations informed decisionmaking within the executive branch, even in the absence of public transparency. Although the CIA IG report was publicly blocked for years, at the time of its release within the executive branch it revealed critical information about actual CIA interrogation practices, apparently with some impact. For instance, the report has been credited with influencing OLC head Goldsmith to withdraw an OLC memo approving extreme interrogations in June 2004 and possibly contributing to the decision to end waterboarding. At the time the report was first issued internally—before the release of the Abu Ghraib photos—it supplied one of the earliest graphic depictions of extreme interrogations. In addition, because the CIA National Clandestine Service later destroyed ninety-two videotapes of detainee interrogations that the IG had reviewed, the IG report’s description of those interrogations, including the repeated use of waterboarding, remains an essential source on those interrogations.

Even weaker IG reviews revealed important facts: despite the DHS IG Arar rendition report’s spotty account of the decisionmaking behind Arar’s transfer to Syria, for instance, the report did reveal that the Acting Attorney General had deemed Arar’s return to Canada prejudicial to U.S. interests and that the government had issued an “operations order” to fly Arar to the Middle East even before it received assurances that he would not be tortured.

Information disclosed through IG reports helped civil rights plaintiffs corroborate allegations of government abuse. A number of plaintiffs cited or incorporated IG reports into their complaints and courts took judicial notice of their contents. Using the DOJ IG September 11 detainee reports, former detainee

209. See SEPTEMBER 11 DETAINEES REPORT, supra note 76, at 7.
210. SUPPLEMENTAL METROPOLITAN DETENTION CENTER REPORT, supra note 77, at 6 & n.7.
211. See MAYER, supra note 129, at 288, 294.
212. See supra notes 140-141 and accompanying text.
213. Ken Dilanian, CIA Avoids Charges: Officers Won’t Be Prosecuted over the Destruction of Interrogation Tapes, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 10, 2010, at A14; Peter Finn & Julia Tate, Destruction of Tapes Caused Concern at CIA, WASH. POST, April 16, 2010, at A3. According to a Deputy Assistant IG, the IG’s office viewed the videotapes in an overseas facility without taking custody or making copies of them. ACLU v. Dep’t of Def., 827 F. Supp. 2d 217, 224 (S.D.N.Y. 2011). It is unclear what input the CIA IG provided regarding the potential destruction of the videotapes, although there is evidence that the IG told CIA officials that his office no longer required the videotapes for its investigation, which some CIA officials represented as providing clearance for their destruction. See id. at 225-26.
214. MAHER ARAR REPORT, supra note 63, at 21, 26-27, 29.
ees survived motions to dismiss their civil rights claims against Justice Department officials, and obtained the dismissal of a criminal indictment based on speedy trial right violations. And former counsels for detainees brought a new suit challenging the secret recording of attorney-client conversations at the Metropolitan Detention Center.

For instance, in *Turkmen v. Ashcroft*, eight September 11 detainees who had sued Attorney General Ashcroft, FBI Director Robert Mueller, and officials at federal detention facilities twice amended their complaint with new information from the DOJ IG’s detainee reports. In partially rejecting motions to dismiss, the district court extensively cited those reports, noting that they substantiated plaintiffs’ claims of physical and verbal abuse, and further ruled that the reports enabled plaintiffs to plead that certain high-ranking defendants were personally involved in establishing wrongful policies. In fact, the IG reports had a second-order transparency benefit for plaintiffs: the *Turkmen* plaintiffs were not only able to use the findings of the reports, but also obtained through discovery notes of interviews that IG investigators had conducted with a number of high-level Justice Department officials. Five of the named plaintiffs in *Turkmen* eventually reached a $1.26 million settlement with the U.S. government.

Litigation and IG investigations did not always reinforce each other as mechanisms for information release, however. In the Arar rendition review, the DHS IG attributed its withholding of information largely to Arar’s lawsuit, ob-

---


219. *Id.* at *18-19.

220. *Id.* at *35.

221. See, e.g., *Brief for Ibrahim Turkmen et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents at 11-20, Ashcroft v. Iqbal*, 556 U.S. 662 (2009) (No. 07-1015), 2008 WL 4805227 (submitting information obtained in discovery from OIG interview notes with numerous officials, including FBI Director Robert Mueller and Bureau of Prisons Director Kathy Hawk Sawyer).

serving that public disclosure of information subject to discovery privileges would deter agencies from providing IGs with sensitive materials. Although officials likely invoked litigation privileges in part to hide damaging information, concerns over the litigation do not appear wholly pretextual, and Arar himself, like other civil rights plaintiffs, refused IG interview requests on account of parallel litigation.

In addition, those opposed to information release sometimes argued that IG reviews reduced the need for other transparency measures, such as FOIA disclosures. When civil liberties organizations sought to obtain the names and arrest information of post-9/11 detainees, amici for the government countered that the pending DOJ IG investigation provided an alternative channel for identifying potential abuses. Ultimately, the D.C. Circuit reversed a lower court decision ordering release of the detainees’ names just two weeks after the IG issued its report revealing significant aggregate information about the detainees (though not their names).

More often, however, IG investigations and FOIA demands were mutually reinforcing as vehicles for transparency. On several occasions, IGs launched investigations following disclosures of questionable government conduct from civil rights groups’ FOIA requests. Where agencies fought to keep IG reports classified, as in the case of the CIA IG report on coercive interrogations, FOIA lawsuits by advocacy groups helped bring reports to public light. In fact, for CIA records, the symbiotic relationship between IG review and FOIA disclosure is explicit: by statute, if the IG is investigating an alleged impropriety

225. MAHER ARAR REPORT, supra note 63, at 38.
228. See SEPTEMBER 11 DETAINES REPORT, supra note 76, at 20-23. On the other hand, the IG review may have encouraged the district court to rule in favor of FOIA disclosure: in rejecting one FOIA exemption, that court noted that concerns over the post-9/11 detentions were “sufficiently substantial” that the IG had initiated an investigation. Ctr. for Nat’l Sec. Studies, 215 F. Supp. 2d at 105-06.
or violation of law, the CIA cannot invoke an otherwise available FOIA exemption to shield “operational files” that have been provided to the IG.230

2. Identifying rights violations and wrongful conduct

In several cases, IG reviews concluded that executive officials had violated the law or, even in the absence of a legal violation, had engaged in wrongdoing. Like judicial findings, IGs’ declarations of government wrongdoing had expressive significance, perhaps drawing even greater legitimacy from an expectation that executive institutions would not lightly criticize executive conduct. The DOJ IG reports on September 11 detainees and NSLs, and the CIA IG report on harsh interrogations, provided powerful statements of the wrongfulness of government actions.

IG investigations sometimes proceeded where the underlying rights concerns eluded judicial review. The DHS IG investigated Arar’s rendition where separation of powers and state secrets concerns ultimately led courts to decline review of his case and others challenging renditions.231 The DOJ IG NSL reviews exposed noncompliance with the law where courts could not have intervened, for lack of a private plaintiff with the knowledge, incentive, and standing to mount a legal challenge.232 Even where courts could have intervened, IGs had the institutional advantage of being able to assess compliance against a broad range of legal authorities, including agency rules and internal policies, which did not create judicially enforceable rights.

Furthermore, IGs sometimes showed a willingness to hold the executive accountable even in the “gaps of the law.” Particularly in the national security context, the lack of judicial review can result in substantive underdevelopment of the law. Cornelia Pillard has criticized the OLC and Solicitor General’s office for taking advantage of this non-enforcement, arguing that where courts had not prohibited certain executive conduct, these institutions simply concluded that no constitutional problem existed.233

By contrast, IGs in several cases critiqued government action even where no specific legal provision applied or where interpretations of the law were


232. Lawsuits preceding the IG reports had successfully challenged the “gag order” provisions applicable to NSL recipients, but not other provisions of the law more directly affecting targets. See, e.g., Doe v. Gonzales, 386 F. Supp. 2d 66 (D. Conn. 2005), vacated as moot, 449 F.3d 415 (2d Cir. 2006); Doe v. Ashcroft, 334 F. Supp. 2d 471 (S.D.N.Y. 2004), vacated in part as moot, Doe v. Gonzales, 449 F.3d 415. In addition, at the time the IG first declared the FBI’s use of exigent letters improper and illegal, no potential plaintiff would have known that the government used exigent letters.

233. Pillard, supra note 7, at 740.
strongly contested. For instance, in the DOJ IG September 11 detainees review, the IG criticized the INS’s protracted service of immigration charging documents on detainees, which impeded their ability to contest the charges or apply for bond, even though no regulation or policy specified when the INS should serve those documents.\textsuperscript{234} Similarly, the IG strongly criticized prolonged detentions even though it noted that the lawfulness of detention past a statutory ninety-day removal period had yet to be adjudicated.\textsuperscript{235} Ultimately, the Second Circuit in Turkmen sidestepped the merits of that question: the court concluded that government defendants were entitled to qualified immunity and chose not to reach the underlying constitutional issue.\textsuperscript{236} In view of judicial disinclination to resolve the matter, the IG’s sharp critique of the prolonged detention of September 11 detainees remains the most authoritative “official” judgment that the government’s actions were wrong.

In fact, IGs sometimes went further in actually challenging the legal judgments of others within the executive branch. For example, in its NSL reviews, the DOJ IG rejected FBI counsel’s after-the-fact legal justifications for the use of exigent letters.\textsuperscript{237} The FBI General Counsel argued that a provision in the Electronic Communications Privacy Act permitting voluntary disclosure of records by telecommunications companies in emergencies could justify the use of exigent letters.\textsuperscript{238} But the IG pronounced that justification unconvincing because the exigent letters did not frame their requests as voluntary, because the department issuing exigent letters denied relying upon the provision, and because the FBI did not recite the factual predication required to invoke the cited provision.\textsuperscript{239}

Even more striking, in its 2010 report on exigent letters, the DOJ IG warned against a new legal argument that the FBI asserted would justify future voluntary disclosure of records by communications providers.\textsuperscript{240} The statutory provision on which the FBI based this new argument was redacted in the IG report, although it appears to relate to the voluntary disclosure of international communications.\textsuperscript{241} The IG cautioned that invocation of the new legal authority created a “significant gap in FBI accountability and oversight,” and that Con-

\textsuperscript{234} SEPTEMBER 11 DETAINES REPORT, supra note 76, at 29, 35-36.
\textsuperscript{235} See id. at 92, 158.
\textsuperscript{236} Turkmen v. Ashcroft, 589 F.3d 542, 550 (2d Cir. 2009).
\textsuperscript{237} See EXIGENT LETTERS REPORT, supra note 102, at 11, 260-63; NSL 2007 REPORT, supra note 98, at 95-98.
\textsuperscript{238} NSL 2007 REPORT, supra note 98, at 95.
\textsuperscript{239} Id. at 96-97.
\textsuperscript{240} EXIGENT LETTERS REPORT, supra note 102, at 263 & n.278.
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gress and the Department of Justice should consider controlling the exercise of
that authority in light of recent abuses. Thus, moving beyond an assessment
of how past agency practices complied with the law, the IG did what courts are
rarely in a position to do—warn against a prospective legal justification that
would bypass ordinary legal requirements.

Moreover, on several occasions, IGs criticized, on normative grounds,
practices specifically declared lawful by the OLC, the executive branch’s
“chief legal adviser” whose opinions are binding on requesting agencies. In
the NSL review, the DOJ IG warned against the FBI’s new argument for volun-
tary disclosure even though the OLC had at least partly approved the FBI’s le-
gal interpretation of the relevant provision. Before the release of the Sep-
tember 11 detainees report, the OLC concluded that it was not unlawful to hold
aliens for investigative purposes past a statutory 90-day removal period, but
the IG still censured INS officials for not raising legal concerns over the prac-
tice as promptly and strongly as they should have.

And in the report that dealt at greatest length with OLC interpretations, the
CIA IG strongly suggested disapproval of the coercive interrogation program
despite OLC’s blessing. According to one OLC staffer, CIA and OLC officials
made efforts to dissuade the IG from independently assessing the program’s
legality by demonstrating that OLC had already done so. The publicly re-
leased version of the report did not explicitly challenge OLC’s legal reasoning,
nor did it independently address compliance with the Torture Convention or
domestic prohibitions on torture. Yet the review hinted that the legal reason-
ing of the August 2002 OLC opinion was suspect, noting that it contained
“technical” definitions and “finely detailed analysis” to support its conclusion
that enhanced interrogations would not violate the law. Moreover, the IG re-
view noted that, irrespective of legal compliance, enhanced interrogations
diverge[d] sharply from previous Agency policy and practice, rules that gov-
ern interrogations by U.S. military and law enforcement officers, statements of
U.S. policy by the Department of State, and public statements by very senior
U.S. officials, including the President, as well as the policies expressed by
Members of Congress, other Western governments, international organiza-
tions, and human rights groups.

242. EXIGENT LETTERS REPORT, supra note 102, at 268.
243. See Pillard, supra note 7, at 710-12.
244. EXIGENT LETTERS REPORT, supra note 102, at 263-64 & n.278.
245. SEPTEMBER 11 DETAINEES REPORT, supra note 76 at 106, 108.
246. Id. at 108.
247. See OPR REPORT, supra note 135, at 100-01.
248. Initial news reports about the IG report said it had concluded that the CIA’s prac-
tices amounted to unlawful “cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment,” see Jehl, supra note
131, but the publicly released version only notes that the OLC legal opinions did not consid-
er the question, see CIA INTERROGATIONS REPORT, supra note 56, at 101.
249. CIA INTERROGATIONS REPORT, supra note 56, at 101.
250. Id. at 101-02.
In all three cases, IGs did not do what an institution with a “narrow compliance mandate” might be expected to do; they did not merely evaluate compliance with established law, but objected to policies on normative grounds even where the law was silent or where the OLC had sanctioned policies. Nonetheless, IGs did not assess the law as courts would. First, even when directly rejecting an agency’s legal interpretation, IGs did not necessarily cite case precedent, legislative history, or other standard sources of authority. For instance, in rejecting the FBI’s legal justification for exigent letters, the DOJ IG stated that those who issued exigent letters could not have been relying on the voluntary disclosure provision at the time because their own statements, and the face of the letters, contradicted that assertion. Thus, rather than ask whether a legal rule justified past conduct—the more traditional inquiry—the IG queried whether government officials responsible for the conduct in question contemporaneously relied on that rule. In this case, the IG’s legal analysis imposed a higher standard of accountability—not whether agency lawyers could come up with a possible legal justification after the fact, but whether government officials acted according to their best understanding of the law at the time they acted.

A second striking difference between IG and judicial interpretation is that IGs rarely invoked rights as such. For instance, though concerns about the treatment of detainees suffuse the DOJ IG September 11 detainees report, the word “rights” rarely appears in the 198-page document, which speaks instead of the “enormous ramifications” for detainees subject to untimely FBI clearance procedures or the “important” effects of delaying service of immigration charging documents. Not merely semantic, the avoidance of rights-talk reflects the fact that ultimately, while IGs can evaluate government conduct that disadvantages individuals, they do not judge the existence or scope of constitutional rights. The more abstract or contested the right in question—as constitutional rights in the national security context most often are—the less IGs are able to evaluate compliance.

Moreover, despite the independent legal judgment IGs sometimes displayed, the willingness to declare government conduct illegal clearly varied across reviews. The DOD IG military monitoring review concluded that the military had violated a department regulation requiring deletion of unnecessary information about U.S. persons from databases, but quibbled that this failure was not “illegal,” but rather a “regulatory violation.” And the DHS IG Arar rendition review seemed unwilling to declare government conduct illegal even where its own factual findings suggested violations of U.S. regulations and the

251. EXIGENT LETTERS REPORT, supra note 102, at 11; NSL 2007 REPORT, supra note 98, at 96-97.
252. SEPTEMBER 11 DETAINES REPORT, supra note 76, at 71.
253. Id. at 35-36.
254. TALON REPORT, supra note 62, at 8.
United Nations Convention Against Torture. That IG concluded that “it does not appear that any INS personnel whose activities we reviewed violated any then-existing law, regulation, or policy,” but elliptically added that it had not “completely discounted th[e] possibility” of violations, especially because it had not been able to interview everyone involved. Even without reaching any specific conclusion on individuals responsible, the DHS IG report might have concluded that the failure to examine the reliability of nontorture assurances violated the law. In fact, the Arar case ought to have been a relatively easy case for acknowledging mistakes, since, unlike other cases where a challenged action at least arguably improved U.S. security, no one continued to defend his transfer and the Secretary of State had conceded that the case was mishandled. Ultimately, while IGs may be well positioned to identify legal violations and misconduct that elude judicial review, that ability does not ensure their willingness to do so.

3. Providing relief for victims

Of the five dimensions of individual rights protection, IG reviews seemed least directed at providing relief for victims, though in certain cases the reviews helped spur relief for a limited number of affected individuals. To be sure, it is difficult to imagine what retrospective individual relief would have looked like in two of the reviews: in the CIA IG interrogations review, it is not clear what would have been appropriate relief for high-level al Qaeda detainees already subjected to enhanced interrogations; and in the DOD IG military monitoring review, information on protests retained in violation of regulations had already been purged from DOD databases.

But more surprisingly, the September 11 detainees reports were also silent on the question of individual relief. Even if monetary compensation or the termination of any ongoing immigration proceedings were politically nonstarters,

255. MAHER ARAR REPORT, supra note 63, at 35.
256. Id.; see also Joint Hearing on Arar, supra note 155, at 77, 117 (testimony of Richard L. Skinner, Inspector Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Sec.).
257. Pressed in a congressional hearing, DHS IG Skinner went somewhat further, refusing to rule out the possibility that the government had sent Arar to Syria to face coercive interrogations and agreeing that the incident might state a prima facie criminal violation of U.S. law. Joint Hearing on Arar, supra note 155, at 53, 74 (testimony of Richard L. Skinner, Inspector Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Sec.).
259. I do not address the DOJ IG’s separate mechanism for addressing individual complaints of civil liberties violations, which appears to have been used primarily by Muslim inmates in federal prisons alleging discriminatory treatment. See, e.g., OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GEN., U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, REPORT TO CONGRESS ON IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 1001 OF THE USA PATRIOT ACT 5-16 (Aug. 2011) (describing individual complaints received).
the IG did not recommend even more modest measures, such as a formal apology or compensation limited to those who had experienced the most egregious physical abuse. While the reports did help several former detainees secure a monetary settlement against the government, and at least one detainee overcome a criminal indictment, these individuals represented a tiny fraction of the more than 750 involved.

The DHS IG Arar rendition review neither recommended, nor led to, relief for Arar: unlike the Canadian government, which compensated Arar almost $10 million, the U.S. government has not formally apologized or provided monetary relief. The Second Circuit meanwhile affirmed the dismissal of Arar’s claims on the grounds that “special factors” counseled against extending a Bivens remedy to the “extraordinary rendition” context. The IG report played little explicit role in the court’s decision: the majority en banc opinion took judicial notice of the IG finding that Syrian nontorture assurances were received only to emphasize that judicial examination of secret diplomatic relationships would raise separation of powers and institutional competence concerns.

In the DOJ IG NSL reviews, the IG examination of exigent letters resulted in FBI apologies to newspapers whose phone records were illegally obtained and the partial deletion of information in FBI databases obtained from improper requests. The DOJ IG supported, however, the FBI’s decision to retain most of the records improperly obtained through exigent letters or listed in “blanket” NSLs, so long as they met statutory standards, even if applied after the fact. The IG noted that the FBI feared losing important national security information and that no exclusionary rule applied in this context, and thus approved the notion that the FBI should not be required to destroy information it could have lawfully obtained.

4. Holding government officials accountable

The IG reviews largely spared high-level executive officials from direct blame, while in several cases fostered accountability for lower-level officials. Even where IGs faulted high-level decisions or mismanagement, leading to possible reputational consequences for certain agency heads, they recommended specific consequences only for lower-level officials directly involved in clear violations of the law. Thus, the DOJ IG report on September 11 detainees concluded that high-level officials approved, or were at least aware of, the
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“hold until cleared” policy that resulted in prolonged detention,
but did not single out any high-level official for blame. Its recommendation that the Bureau of Prisons discipline ten correctional officers directly responsible for physically abusing detainees eventually resulted in terminations, suspensions, and de-motions of several officers. Yet these actions spared those who formulated the detention policies, whether due to a pragmatic political judgment or to sympathy for the view that the Department had acted aggressively under difficult circumstances to prevent another terrorist attack.

In the NSL investigation, the DOJ IG ultimately went further, calling on the agency to decide whether to discipline a number of named FBI supervisors and attorneys whose actions contributed to the misuse of exigent letters. These individuals included two heads of the unit that issued exigent letters as well as the deputy and assistant general counsels of the FBI counsel’s national security branch. By the time the IG issued its report on exigent letters, several individuals it named had left the agency. At the same time, the IG did not recommend sanctions against senior FBI leadership, despite deeming “every level” of the FBI, including the “FBI’s most senior officials,” responsible for “numerous, repeated, and significant” management failures. Further, while blaming the FBI General Counsel for some management failures, the IG specifically exempted her from disciplinary consideration because it concluded that she had no prior notice of violations. Thus, the DOJ IG opted, at most, to recommend discipline for those who knew of, and failed to prevent, clear violations of the law. Although high-level FBI officials were compelled to defend their actions in the media and Congress as a result of IG scrutiny, no senior DOJ official lost his or her position on account of violations, and in 2011 Congress approved an unusual extension of FBI Director Robert Mueller’s ten-year term.

High-level agency officials largely escaped individual accountability despite other critical IG reviews. For instance, while the CIA IG interrogations report is credited for Attorney General Holder’s decision to reopen certain
criminal investigations into detainee abuse, those investigations concerned only officers who used interrogation methods not approved by the OLC, sparing those who designed or implemented the OLC-approved interrogations program. Ultimately, no criminal charges were filed even from this relatively narrow group of reopened criminal cases.

Finally, neither the DHS IG Arar rendition review nor the DOD IG military monitoring review discussed individual accountability at all, even though each had identified shortcomings: the failure to examine whether Syrian nontorture assurances were reliable and the violation of information retention regulations adopted to protect individual rights.

5. Revising agency rules to prevent future abuses

The final, and arguably most important, dimension of rights oversight is the revision of agency rules to prevent future abuses, whether through improving agency processes or imposing new “substantive” constraints on agency discretion. The most significant “substantive” reform that resulted directly from IG oversight is the termination of the use of exigent letters, which the FBI ordered following the DOJ IG’s first report on NSLs. In addition, the CIA IG interrogations report possibly contributed to a decision not to waterboard further detainees, although based on the public record it is difficult to separate out the effect of the IG report from the more public pressure resulting from the infamous Abu Ghraib scandal. Apart from these effects, the IG reports seem to have created more procedural reform and oversight than substantive change, and largely left executive agencies with the broad legal discretion to repeat past abuses.

Both DOJ IG reviews resulted in the reform of agency processes that could improve decisionmaking and compliance with existing rules. The reports called for better processes for inter- and intra-agency consultation, improved training and guidance to staff, increased internal legal oversight of agency actions, and better recordkeeping to facilitate evaluations of legal compliance. Following
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the September 11 detainees report, the FBI agreed with an IG recommendation to use more objective criteria, such as watch list status, to designate detainees as subjects of investigative interest, responding to the arbitrary manner by which many innocent post-9/11 detainees were deemed threats. The IG credited agencies with a relatively high level of compliance with its recommendations. Some of these recommendations, and the resulting dialogue between the IG and host agencies in addressing them, employed a level of technical detail unthinkable in judicial interventions or congressional committee oversight: for instance, the IG and FBI went back and forth over whether, to accurately report the impact of NSLs on U.S. citizens, a field in an NSL database tracking citizenship status should default to “U.S. citizen,” default to “non-U.S. citizen,” or require FBI agents to affirmatively record a target’s citizenship.

Despite these strengthened internal controls, the IG reviews often preserved broad agency discretion in ways that could arguably lead to a repetition of the earlier abuses. IG investigations rarely led to significant rights-protective “substantive” constraints on agency discretion, such as measures that would prevent an agency from engaging in a practice, require a higher substantive threshold before an agency could undertake an action (such as a higher standard for individual suspicion before employing an investigative tool), or require court approval for a contested practice.

In some cases, this outcome may have been defensible based on the IG’s findings. For instance, in the first NSL review, the DOJ IG concluded both that the FBI had violated the law but also that NSLs contributed significantly to terrorism investigations—suggesting no obvious answer to whether the permissive Patriot Act standard for issuing NSLs appropriately resolved liberty-security tradeoffs. But even where the DOJ IG viewed limitations on agency discretion as the optimal reform, the IG review did not lead to that result. In its final report on exigent letters, the DOJ IG recommended that Congress regulate the agency’s ability to ask phone companies to voluntarily disclose customer records, warning that new reliance on a previously unused statutory provision could lead to renewed circumvention of the NSL requirements. This request was unusual: the DOJ IG appears to direct its recommendations overwhelmed...
ly to the Department of Justice, not Congress. Nonetheless, Congress has not acted on the IG’s proposal, leaving the FBI with an even broader basis for seeking voluntary disclosures than it had previously claimed.

Thus, the FBI’s broad discretion to obtain personal records without a court order remains intact—even expanded—despite three critical IG reviews. In response to the critiques, the FBI successfully framed the problem as one of inadequate procedures and implementation, rather than excessive power, and could then claim it had fixed the problem with better internal controls. Ultimately, Congress reauthorized expiring provisions of the Patriot Act, and declined to act on separate legislation to establish judicial oversight over NSLs or a new sunset provision on their use.

The DOJ IG September 11 detainees review likewise preserved broad executive authority to detain aliens in emergencies. The DOJ IG recommended that immigration authorities define the “extraordinary circumstances” that might justify a departure from a standard forty-eight-hour period for making a charging decision following an alien’s arrest. In response, DHS adopted a policy defining extraordinary circumstances as any “significant” disruption or a “compelling law enforcement need”—a standard so broad as to permit future mass detentions with delayed notice under circumstances even less exceptional than the September 11 attacks. The IG nonetheless declared the recommendation resolved. Nor did Congress respond to the IG report by passing legislation to limit prolonged immigration detention in the absence of criminal
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In the case of the CIA IG interrogations review, while the OLC temporarily withdrew legal support for enhanced interrogations following the IG report, new OLC leadership reaffirmed support for the CIA interrogations program. Stronger restrictions on interrogations later adopted seem less a result of the IG report than of separate public and congressional pressure following the Abu Ghraib scandal and public leaking of the controversial OLC memos. For instance, Congress passed a measure purporting to ban cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment almost a year before the full congressional intelligence committees received the IG report.\footnote{295. Charlie Savage, Bush Could Bypass New Torture Ban, BOS. GLOBE, Jan. 4, 2006, at A1.} There is likewise no evidence that the DHS IG Arar rendition report or the DOD IG military monitoring report influenced later restrictions on renditions or military monitoring of U.S. persons.

The lack of new legal constraints does not mean that these reviews lacked impact. The procedural changes and internal controls that agencies adopted may have lessened the likelihood of future abuses. Moreover, it is possible that in the absence of the IG reviews, Congress would have given even greater powers to the executive than it actually did. Indeed, one can also point to administration proposals that Congress did not adopt wholesale, such as the Justice Department’s 2003 request for greater powers, dubbed “Patriot Act II” at the time.\footnote{296. See Editorial, Patriot Act, Part II, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 22, 2003, at A16; Dan Eggen, 2003 Draft Legislation Covered Eavesdropping, WASH. POST, Jan. 28, 2006, at A2.} It is also possible that the political fallout from these IG investigations deterred (or might in the future deter) agencies from curtailing rights, even where they had legal discretion to do so. Ultimately, assessing whether the government has beneficially “learned” from IG investigations may depend on how one defines the problematic conduct in question: skeptics have argued, for example, that the Obama Administration has “learned” from the Bush Administration experience with detaining suspected terrorists by choosing to kill suspects rather than detain them. The more immediate point is that even strikingly critical IG reviews did not necessarily result in significant legal constraints on executive discretion.
C. The Strengths and Limits of IGs

Together, the IG case studies discussed in this Article suggest both the underappreciated strengths and limitations of IG rights oversight. The accomplishments of IGs challenge rights advocates’ skepticism about internal oversight: in several cases, IGs helped protect rights where courts were largely absent, and significantly reinforced other accountability mechanisms. But the limitations of IGs, particularly in constraining executive discretion, caution against viewing IGs as a replacement for robust external review.

IGs demonstrated several notable strengths. First, at their best, IGs provided remarkable transparency on national security practices, uncovering violations of the law that might have otherwise evaded scrutiny. The best example of this was the DOJ IG’s investigation of NSLs, where the IG’s exposure of exigent letters led the FBI to ban the practice at a time when private parties would have lacked the knowledge, let alone standing, to challenge the practice in court. In fact, IGs may be most significant in areas where secrecy is greatest: the CIA IG interrogations review shed light within the executive branch on interrogations abuses at a time when the program itself was secret, reportedly influencing the OLC to temporarily withdraw opinions approving coercive interrogations, and still later influencing the Attorney General to reopen criminal investigations into detainee abuse. In fact, among these case studies, all but the DOD IG military monitoring review disclosed significant new information about national security programs that litigation and direct congressional oversight had not generated.

Second, several IGs challenged restrictions on liberty where existing law was sparse or undeveloped—a common problem in the national security context, where the scarcity of judicial review leaves gaps in legal doctrine. IGs evaluated compliance with other norms (internal agency rules, general notions of proportionality or fairness) that would not be enforceable in court. Thus, the DOJ IG September 11 detainees review challenged lengthy immigration detentions, declaring them wrongful where courts refused to reach key constitutional questions. Rather than treat the absence of law as a free pass for the executive, the IG still faulted the detention policies for profoundly harming innocent individuals—and criticized government lawyers for not vigorously questioning their legality. As described, that critique had enormous rhetorical impact, attracting widespread media and congressional attention, helping some former detainees secure a monetary settlement against the government, leading to the disciplining of abusive correctional officers, and triggering the reform of agency procedures for security-related detentions.

And third, as internal institutions, IGs appeared to benefit from expertise and legitimacy that allowed them to recommend tailored reform of internal procedures and controls. For instance, in the exigent letters and September 11 detainees reviews, the Justice Department IG recommended numerous specific procedural reforms that created stronger internal oversight. A court attempting
to impose similar structural relief might have found it difficult to acquire the institutional knowledge—or legitimacy—to patrol agencies at that level of detail.

The cases nonetheless suggest important limits to the role of IGs. First, in certain cases, it appears that executive officials sought to undermine the independence of IGs. Most dramatically, the CIA launched an unprecedented investigation of the IG office in response to the IG’s ongoing probe of detainee abuse. Other IGs faced less dramatic, but perhaps equally significant, constraints: the DHS IG struggled to access and publicize information on the Arar rendition case, and the lack of rigor in the DOD IG military monitoring review raises questions of agency cooptation. Clearly, the independence of IGs, which affects their ability and willingness to subject agency policies to rigorous review, is a prerequisite for effective rights oversight.

Some differences in the apparent independence and rigor of the reviews examined here may be due to the factual circumstances of particular investigations. For instance, it is possible that in the DOJ IG September 11 detainees review and the CIA IG interrogations review, internal opposition within the agencies to the programs at issue helped IGs obtain information or emboldened them to issue more critical findings. In addition, IG reviews may have faced greatest resistance where White House officials or high-level political appointees were implicated: Vice President Cheney is reported to have been a strong proponent of the CIA interrogations program, and according to one account, high-level political appointees in the acting Attorney General’s office made the decision to send Arar to Syria. But differences across IG offices, or among the individual IGs, may also account for the varying robustness of these investigations. For instance, the notable contrast between the DOJ IG’s persistence in locating detainee videotapes and the DOD IG’s failure to explain the deletion of data from military databases might stem from differences in the independence or political orientations of the two IGs. The existence in the DOJ IG office of a special unit staffed by prosecutors and others experienced in sensitive, complex investigations may also help explain the rigor of certain DOJ IG reviews. A crucial question for future research relates to the on-the-ground factors that affect IG independence, including the staffing and budget of IG of-
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fices,301 the susceptibility of particular IGs to be “captured” by the agencies they are charged with overseeing,302 and long vacancies in IG positions.303

A second limitation stems from the type of legal interpretation that IGs conduct. In these cases, IGs did not evaluate questions of constitutional rights compliance. Rather, IGs conducted factual investigations to assess compliance with subconstitutional rules (contained in statutes, regulations, or internal guidelines) or evaluated the propriety of national security conduct irrespective of legality. These are important functions that sometimes allow them to do what courts cannot do: for instance, as noted earlier, IGs can evaluate the propriety of government conduct where courts can only assess compliance with justiciable law. On the other hand, it appears that IGs do not typically evaluate violations of constitutional rights, at least in the great many cases where the scope of such rights is highly contested. IGs might view independent analyses of constitutional questions as outside their core strengths, or might view such a function as blurring jurisdictional lines with the OLC. While refraining from constitutional interpretation may be institutionally appropriate for IGs, it does suggest that IGs do not compensate for the scarcity of judicial review; if one believes that constitutional law ought to constrain executive national security conduct, IGs do not fill the gap in constitutional compliance.

Third, of the dimensions of rights oversight discussed here, IGs seemed least directed at obtaining relief for individual victims of rights violations. This was most notable in the September 11 detainees review, where the DOJ IG clearly found that hundreds of individuals caught up in the terrorism investigation had suffered great harm, but nonetheless did not recommend individual remedies, such as an official apology. It may be that IGs do not view individual relief as a primary jurisdictional concern, at least outside the separate statutory mandate of the DOJ and DHS IGs to address individual complaints. The IG Act makes no mention of individual relief, and IGs may not even hear directly from those who claim a rights violation, making them less able to determine the specific extent of harm to victims. While these considerations may explain why IGs do not prioritize individual relief or issue detailed remedial recommendations for victims, it is not clear why IGs could not, in appropriate cases, instigate the agencies or Congress to explore appropriate redress for individuals.
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A fourth limitation is that IGs, lacking the power to enforce recommendations, rely on political actors to implement reforms. But these political actors—agencies and Congress—may be particularly unwilling to implement reforms or enforce rights where the costs of national security policies are borne by unpopular and politically weak minorities—such as immigrants, foreigners, or Muslims. In addition, IGs, as internal actors, might themselves refrain from proposing the strongest reforms in order to preserve their working relationship with agencies or agency leadership.

Even the strongest IG reviews described here did not lead to accountability for high-level agency officials or to significant constraints on agency discretion. While IGs facilitated accountability for lower-level agency employees, they generally recommended no discipline for senior agency leadership, even when faulting them for serious mismanagement, as in the NSL review. Neither did IG reviews lead to observable punitive or professional consequences for high-level decisionmakers, at least apart from the need to defend the agency’s policies to Congress or the public. And with regard to the reform of agency rules, even the most critical IG reviews did not lead agencies or Congress to constrain agency legal discretion. IG investigations did not lead to new policies prohibiting extreme interrogation methods, limiting immigration detention powers, or curbing the FBI’s power to seek new voluntary disclosures of phone records. In the CIA interrogations case, the Justice Department OLC temporarily rescinded legal support for coercive interrogations, but, under new leadership, once again sanctioned harsh interrogations at the CIA’s behest. In the FBI case, while the agency banned exigent letters in response to the IG investigation, the FBI then asserted a new legal basis for asking phone companies to hand over customer phone records, and Congress has not yet followed through on the IG’s request to control that legal authority.

Of course, the optimal liberty-security balance on each of these issues is sharply contested, and there is further disagreement on the specific remedial measures that ought to result from even an acknowledged rights violation. Some may view the fact that higher-level officials escaped sanction or that agencies retained broad discretion as the right outcomes, not limitations on the effectiveness of internal reviews. But whether or not one views the outcome in any of these particular cases as appropriate, the broader point is that the reliance of IG rights enforcement on political processes may limit their ability to protect individual rights, particularly those of stigmatized or politically unpopular communities.

All of this suggests caution in embracing IGs, or any mechanism for the “internal separation of powers,” as a substitute for external review. IGs are well suited to increase transparency, evaluate the propriety of national security conduct, and reform internal procedures; on the other hand, their independence can be undermined, they may be ill positioned to determine violations of constitutional rights, and they rely on political actors to implement reforms. In addition, moving beyond these case studies, one might legitimately ask whether IGs have
the capacity to investigate the full range of national security conduct implicat-
ing individual rights, and whether, given their agency-specific attention, they
can effectively review national security practices spanning multiple agen-
cies.304 Yet the strengths and weaknesses of IGs cannot be compared to a rare-
ified ideal but rather should be compared to the actual performance of other in-
stitutions. IGs sometimes protect rights where courts are failing and reinforce a
range of other internal and external institutions in holding the national security
executive accountable.

IV. STRENGTHENING IG RIGHTS OVERSIGHT

While IGs will remain a partial solution, certain reforms can strengthen
their capacity to protect individual rights in the national security context. The
scope and powers of IGs should be strengthened to expand IG rights oversight
and investigative authority, but without granting such independence or en-
forcement powers as to undermine their current strengths.

A. Why Strengthen IG Rights Oversight

IGs can and ought to do more to protect rights from within. This does not
mean that among executive institutions, IGs are uniquely in a position to do so.
In the post-9/11 period, Congress created new institutions such as the Privacy
and Civil Liberties Oversight Board and civil liberties officers within national
security agencies, supplementing existing national security oversight institu-
tions such as the President’s Intelligence Oversight Board. IGs are not neces-
sarily inherently superior to these other institutions. Most significantly, they
may lack the expertise in, and degree of commitment to, civil rights and liber-
ties of institutions specifically dedicated to rights oversight. But given certain
institutional strengths and the very fact that they have sometimes succeeded in
protecting rights where others failed, IGs should be supported in that role.

Not only do IGs benefit from statutory independence and significant in-
formation-gathering powers, but they also benefit from their existing stature,
which newer institutions created specifically for rights oversight still struggle to
acquire. For instance, while several national security agencies have appointed
civil liberties officers to review counterterrorism policies, responding to a con-
gressional mandate, few have the budget, staff, or visibility of IGs, with the
possible exception of the DHS Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties.305
Even that office enjoys less stature and information-gathering authority than the
agency’s IG: the head of the Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties is not
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subject to Senate confirmation and lacks the power to subpoena documents. Meanwhile, the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board, created in 2004 to review government terrorism policies, first lacked independence from the White House and then lay dormant for years, without board members, an agenda, meetings, or staff. It remains to be seen whether the recently reconstituted board will be successful. Given the scope and pace with which the executive has acquired and employed new national security powers, no single internal institution is sufficient to provide oversight, but the independence, powers, stature, and past successes of IGs are a good reason to support, and indeed strengthen, their rights oversight role.

One might also question whether, in reviewing national security practices threatening rights, IGs might be diverting attention from other important responsibilities, including their historic mandate to investigate waste, fraud, and mismanagement in their agencies. Undoubtedly, IGs must balance their various responsibilities, including the important task of uncovering and preventing financial waste. For instance, agencies that purchase costly military and surveillance technology, such as the Defense Department, vitally need IGs to patrol contractor abuse and waste. IGs ought to set priorities according to the key challenges their agencies face. But for most, if not all, agencies with a national security mission, the exertion of vast, often secret, investigative and lethal powers creates significant risks of infringing on rights and liberties. Thus, for these agencies’ IGs, a neutral, risk-based approach to determining agendas ought to lead rights issues to be among the IGs’ key priorities. Far from representing “mission creep,” investigating potential rights abuses is a critical response to the contemporary challenges facing national security agencies.

A final reservation might come from those who fear that strengthening IGs’ capacity for rights oversight might deflect more robust attempts to constrain the executive. Indeed, some scholars who defend expanded executive national security powers view the potential for internal institutions to ward off external checks on the executive as a strength: Eric Posner and Adrian Vermeule have argued that executive “self-binding” mechanisms help the executive gain
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public trust to pursue aggressive policies without undue constraint, while Goldsmith argues that IGs, in particular, can enhance executive power.

Certainly, executive officials have invoked IGs in an attempt to abate civil liberties concerns and thereby preserve or strengthen executive power. The Bush Administration sought to defend the National Security Agency warrantless surveillance program by claiming it had been thoroughly vetted by the Justice Department and the NSA Inspector General. FBI Director Mueller sought to allay senators’ concerns over FBI surveillance of a peaceful antiwar rally by inviting an IG review of the matter. And the Obama Administration sought to reassure courts that it could be trusted in invoking the state secrets privilege by issuing a policy that, among other provisions, required the Justice Department to refer “credible allegations of government wrongdoing” to IGs.

For Congress, too, the promise of IG oversight may attract, or at least allow members to justify, support for legislation to expand executive counterterrorism powers that threaten civil liberties. In a committee hearing on the September 11 detainees report, Senator Arlen Specter argued that an aggressive IG would “ease the public concern so that when [the Attorney General] comes back for the next PATRIOT Act we do not have a wave of public opposition.” Indeed, Congress has often required IG reviews of national security programs in the course of increasing government investigative or surveillance powers, and some members of Congress have cited these provisions, among other checks, as enabling broader support for the legislation.

310. Goldsmith, supra note 10, at 106.
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On the other hand, there are good reasons to question the notion that IG oversight has, on the whole, strengthened executive power. The mere fact of IG oversight may not dispel public concern over illegality, especially because the public may largely expect internal watchdogs to validate government programs. For instance, the NSA wiretapping program generated widespread criticism with almost no attention to the NSA IG’s apparent prior approval. In addition, the negative findings of specific IG reports may attract greater attention than either positive reviews or the mere presence of IG oversight. Attempts to use IG reviews to bolster support for the government can backfire: the IG review of First Amendment activities actively invited by Director Mueller to dispel congressional concern ultimately revealed a damning FBI cover-up attempt, even though it vindicated the FBI as to other allegations.317 And in contrast to Senator Specter’s suggestion, Congress did not adopt a “new Patriot Act” wholesale, and demands for that law did encounter public opposition, with widespread reference to the September 11 detainees IG report as prime evidence of government abuse.318 Where Congress did expand executive national security powers, one might also question whether IG oversight provisions made a real difference to the outcome, given the powerful political pressures to acquiesce to executive demands.

In addition, thus far, federal courts adjudicating national security cases have rarely cited IGs as a reason or justification for declining judicial review. Most federal decisions on national security issues that cite IG reports do so to corroborate plaintiffs’ civil rights claims319 or rely on IG reports for factual information alone.320 While two federal courts partially justified decisions to block or limit civil rights litigation by pointing to IG investigations, the availability of IG reviews does not appear to have driven either decision. In Mohamed v. Jeppesen Dataplan, Inc., the Ninth Circuit cited the availability of nonjudicial channels of redress, including IG investigations, in rejecting a chal-
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lenge to extraordinary renditions on state secrets grounds. But the discussion of alternative remedies reads more like an attempt to assuage the court’s apparent anxiety over its “painful” decision and to instigate the political branches to act, rather than as a determinative factor behind the decision. Similarly, the existence of IG reviews hardly seem determinative in *Rahman v. Chertoff*, where the Seventh Circuit reversed the certification of a class of U.S. citizens who had repeatedly been stopped and questioned by border agents when returning to the country. The court opined that executive agencies’ responsiveness to IG recommendations for improving terrorist watch list processes suggested that the “political processes are receptive to citizens who are abused by bureaucrats.” Nonetheless, it is hard to imagine that this decision, with its full-throated call for judicial deference, would have been any different in the absence of the IG review.

But more broadly, it seems indisputable that the prospect of IG oversight can in particular cases either constrain or strengthen executive power, and the “net” impact defies any attempt at measurement. It is also possible that as IGs attract more attention, they might be invoked more often as a substitute for more robust measures to protect individual rights. Yet this risk—that a mechanism for accountability can be used to deflect other desirable checks or balances—is certainly not unique to IGs. Indeed, it could be argued that any institution designed to check power simultaneously empowers: it is theoretically possible that judicial review of executive policies, for instance, actually strengthens the executive by leading Congress to grant more authority to the executive than it otherwise would. Most proponents of individual rights would nonetheless support judicial review of national security conduct, preferring the discernible benefits of judicial review to the speculative possibility that such review leads to the future allocation of greater power to the executive. Similarly, in my view, attempts to use IGs to fend off other checks are not a reason to disfavor IGs, but only to insist that IGs not be treated as a substitute for other forms of review. Strengthening IGs offers an important, but certainly not sufficient, means of protecting rights.

B. *Reforms to Strengthen IGs*

Turning from whether IGs should be strengthened to how they might be strengthened, there are several modest steps Congress might take to support IG rights oversight. First, Congress could further institutionalize the civil rights and civil liberties monitoring role of national security IGs across the board. As Philip Heymann and Juliette Kayyem have recommended, Congress could ex-
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Explicitly require that other national security IGs (beyond those at the DOJ and DHS) examine policies implicating rights, especially where Congress has expanded the executive’s counterterrorism powers. 325

Active congressional involvement, including explicit statutory mandates for IG reviews on matters of individual rights, can assist IGs in gaining access to agency information, issuing strong critiques, and securing reform. The DOJ IG justified its critical September 11 detainees and NSL reports by the specific congressional mandates to assess post-9/11 civil liberties complaints and audit NSLs. Where IGs encountered agency resistance, as in the DHS IG Arar investigation, intervention by members of Congress helped sustain pressure on agencies. 326 Of course, congressional involvement does not guarantee a rigorous report: the DOD IG military monitoring report seemed least rigorous despite congressional requests for the investigation, and the CIA IG interrogations review reflected independence and rigor despite the lack of such intervention. In combination with other factors, however, a specific congressional mandate may help provide political cover for probing IG reviews.

Second, in light of the fact that certain IG reports remain entirely classified or largely redacted, Congress and IGs themselves could address the secrecy problem. At least six CIA IG reports related to individual rights are not yet public, and the DHS IG Arar rendition report remains heavily redacted despite the fact that Arar’s civil lawsuit, a major reason cited for the redactions, has ended. Congress could amend the Inspector General Act to include a default rule that all IG reports covered by the Act, not just semiannual reports, 327 be made publicly available, with appropriate exceptions for properly classified information. Similarly, it could require the CIA IG to issue an unclassified version of its semiannual reports and unclassified summaries of other reports to the public. 328 More modestly, IGs could be required to notify Congress, in their semiannual reports, any time they disagree with major classification or redaction decisions of their agencies. Finally, the Council of Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency, the existing interagency council of IGs, could develop
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best practices to address privilege concerns in cases where IG investigations occur parallel to civil litigation.

Third, Congress could modestly strengthen IGs’ investigative authority by empowering them to issue subpoenas for the testimony of former government officials related to their time in government. Currently IGs can only subpoena documents, not testimony, outside the federal government, and that inability stymied certain IG investigations: for instance, the DHS IG could not compel interviews with senior INS officials involved in the Arar rendition and hinted that fuller access might have changed its conclusions.329

Fourth, Congress could strengthen rights oversight by expanding the jurisdiction of certain statutory IGs. For instance, unique among IGs, the DOJ IG lacks jurisdiction over allegations of misconduct related to “the authority of an attorney to investigate, litigate, or provide legal advice.”330 Instead, the DOJ IG must refer such allegations to the separate DOJ Office of Professional Responsibility,331 an office which reports solely to the Attorney General332 and whose capacity to deter misconduct has been seriously questioned.333 The limitation on the DOJ IG’s jurisdiction has prevented it from investigating certain national security policies limiting individual rights, such as the detention of individuals on material witness warrants.334

The expansion of IG power should proceed cautiously. Not only do concerns with IG independence need to be balanced against concerns for IG accountability,335 but stronger measures to buttress IGs might actually have a perverse result. For instance, one reason that IGs have been relatively successful may be, ironically, that their remedial powers are limited. By comparison, legal scholars have argued that courts, which are empowered to decide both rights and remedies, sometimes define rights narrowly in order to avoid costly remedies. Daryl Levinson has argued that rather than define rights with reference to pure constitutional values and then determine remedies, courts construct rights in such a way as to avoid undesirable remedial consequences, such as the need for continuing onerous judicial oversight.336 In contrast, Mariano-
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Florentino Cuéllar has noted that certain auditing institutions, like truth and reconciliation commissions, have “likely traded off explicit punitive power in exchange for political and economic resources” to “audit more cases or to do so more intensely.”337

While IGs cannot order remedies, that very limitation may make them relatively more free to issue strong critiques of past agency conduct. If IGs had greater power to enforce recommendations, they would likely face greater obstruction in gathering information and greater pressure to soften their underlying findings. By disconnecting IG findings of responsibility from direct consequences, IGs can lay out damaging facts with less need to temper their findings out of fear of obstruction or the difficulty of determining appropriate remedies.338 Thus, the overall system of rights oversight may benefit most from modestly strengthening IG powers and further linking them to congressional and public channels of accountability, but retaining their role as advisory institutions.

CONCLUSION

IGs support the view of internal separation of powers theorists that institutions within the executive branch can help protect individual rights curtailed by national security policies. Although courts are usually viewed as the primary institutions for rights enforcement, IGs in several cases protected rights where courts had failed. In particular, several IG reviews produced richly detailed examinations of national security practices, identified violations of the law that had escaped public scrutiny, and even challenged government restrictions on liberty where existing law was ambiguous or undeveloped. Surprisingly, IGs on some occasions even cast doubt on the conclusions of other legal institutions within the executive branch, including agency counsel and the OLC. At their best, IG investigations led decisionmakers to end egregious abuses, such as the use of exigent letters. While even the most critical and consequential reviews largely did not call for, nor obtained, remedies for most victims, repercussions for high-level executive officials, or significant constraints on future agency discretion, IG reviews in several cases compared favorably to courts and reinforced other congressional and executive accountability mechanisms.

Of course, critical and consequential IG reviews do not represent the full range of IG investigations. National security IGs investigating individual rights concerns sometimes failed to overcome agency obstruction or to rigorously probe the evidence, as two of the case studies here made clear. These disparities suggest an important need for further research: Why do the rigor and inde-
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pendence of IG investigations, undertaken by institutions with nearly identical statutory mandates and powers, differ so greatly? Under what conditions can IGs exercise independence and provide effective oversight? The organization and staffing of IG offices, the culture of agencies, and the backgrounds, career trajectories, professional incentives, and political orientations of the IGs themselves may all be part of that story.

Nor do the achievements of even the most robust of IGs ultimately mitigate concerns over judicial or congressional inaction. IGs cannot decide fundamental questions of constitutional rights. They do not necessarily place much weight on providing relief to individual victims of rights violations. They may be ill-equipped to precipitate constraints on agency discretion, even where such constraints can best protect individual rights against national security abuses. In the end, IGs offer an important and underappreciated source of protection for individual rights, but an incomplete antidote to judicial or congressional inaction.